
What do you like the most and the least about SPIRES?

   This is the one of the most complete for HEP information system, with citations, links to the 

electronic full texts (if available) in arXiv, in publisher sites, and with links to the factual 

databases: pdgLive, HEPDATA, COMPAS, and it is free for use(!). 

   Using the SPIRES in combination with search results from Google is most effective for old 

(pre 1993) texts and

from other branches of science related to HEP AND NUCL.

  I like most the easiness of searching.

  i like least the difficulty of getting some full texts of conference papers which do not have the 

pdf-file or ps-file version to click

  It is very practical to use.

  Sometimes the updating of the citation is slow.

  The most: The ability of finding out a lot of information about the people working in the field: 

previous  researh activity, citations, preprints,  mail coordinates, emails,.... 

The least:  It seems to me that that the researchers in HEP prefer to publish their preprints  in 

the arXiv better than in SPIRES. However, I am not sure about that, perhaps is only an 

incorrect information that I got in conversations.  

 fond information

- most complete list of papers

- high speed response

- excellent cross links

- most: interface, completeness

 Most: speed to find what we want.

 Least: limitation of subject classes.

- The most: the completeness of the database (in HEP).

- The least: the duplication (or worse) in the database of  a single author's name under 

spelling variations.

 Finds an article with good accuracy but the search needs more options.

Does almost everything I need.

It would be nice if it linked to publicly accessible experiment notes since these often undergo a 

more rigorous refereeing procedure than many journal articles.

HEP oriented

Most: Good search

Most: speed when you know what you want.

Least: some searches, as for affiliation, are not transparent.

SPIRES also works well as a search engine, but only for 

hep sources and not, say, for mathematical articles.  SPIRES 

seems to provide the best citation information.

The most, the scanned versions of old articles and the citation

index.  



ultra fast to be very precise when searching a large database.

should go still farther in coverage of astro 

Very good system, keeps on getting better, 

aimed to benefit the user NOT THE MANTAINER (PG)

* search keywords from "abstract" or "main text" is not available.

*  citation records are not complete / accurate (in modern standard) --- it seems there are too 

many human-interface errors on SPIRES side.  

* pre-1970 period database would be most desirable and 

extremely useful. 

+ Efficient interface

- Citations only to first instance of e-print

+ It is remarkably complete. 

- I find it difficult to search by topics.  The keywords don't seem to be very well chosen - 

typically zillions of topics have only one or two papers associated with them, while a few topics 

have zillions of papers associate with them.

by the way, I haven't ranked any of these for "quality of content" because I don't think they 

control content.  That's up to the authors!

+ links to all journals and arXiv, including scanned articles at KEK

- search function: cannot look for articles which are cited by a given paper

- For Bibliography: Same as LaTeX but in TXT format

+ very complete, also older articles

- for articles not published in HEP journals often the complete reference is missing (eg. 

Astrophysical articles) 

+: citation analysis, user friendly

-: dependent on 3d party access to full text, sometimes mismatch between authorlist on the 

paper and SPIRES, keywords could be more robust

+: Contains almost everything, easy search syntax.

-: Non-robust searching by journal reference.

+: Powerfull command-line, takes preprints into account

+: very user friendly, fast

-: 

++: It's fast and easy to use!

-: Sometimes new preprints take a while to appear.

+Citation search

1. Much wider coverage, permits to me dig out old references

2. very good search  --keywords, combinations

3. decent citation analysis.

No access to text in many cases.

a lot of information, not always acces to the original text of articles. 

Access to all publicatons

Access to full text is not good.

Citation analysis is great.



Accessible.

Accuracy

Not smooth

Accuracy, high quality and fastness. Citations from and to quant-ph papers sometimes 

Accurate citation lists, comprehensive coverage in my field. Easy to use once you get used to 

the interface. 

accurateness

you have to know what you are looking for

Advanced search queries.

all

all

All is okay

All needed professional publications on HEP I look within SPIRES,

I extract articles full text and citation list.

Allows various types of searches, easy links to papers and preprints.

Although limited to HEP and related fields, it is the most compleate reference

including all relevent jurnals, conference precedings, thesis, and the like. Only lacking in 

preprints and the most recent jurnal articles (which eventualy get listed).

amazing speed, occasional errors

Articles that are too old to be on

arXiv can be found on SPIRES.

On the other hand, old references

are not always there.

As I said above, I use spires as my primary resource for high energy physics 

information. For other fields, it's not very useful (of course it was not designed to be so).

as in 3b

As pointed out above, I'd be happy if SPIRES provides the full text servey. Also, I don't like the 

point that SPIRES is quite poor for references on gravitational physics. This is VERY 

inconvenient for me as a particle theorist which is closely related to the field of gravitation.

Bad search syntax.

Bad help for search, not enough of which is available in the main screen

Because of excellent searching option & citationa analysis.

Being able to follow citation links across papers, and to get the bibtex you need to cite them in 

your own article.

Searching is well done.

It can take some time for new stuff to appear on SPIRES, but I recognize that the goodness of 

SPIRES is human-driven.

best - completeness and links to other servers (outside of the arxiv) where papers can be 

downloaded.  

least - the old-style search syntax.  I would like to see an advanced search web form

Best citation analysis

best search engine in the field.  Misses too many citations.  

Best system (for me) to find HEP pubs.  If I don't use it for a while, it takes a few tries to 

remember the archaic set of calls to get what I want.



Best tool for finding publications in hep.  Links to published versions and citations are very 

helpful.  Only problem is that you need to guess what terms might be in the title, and this 

doesn't always work.

Best: "complete" coverage in HEP back to 1970's

Least: full text often not available online. I know this is not their fault, since the evil for-profit 

journals won't make them freely available

best: access to detailed information about a known publication

worst: finding publication results when the title/author not known

best: can search using publications dates

least: no free text search. Doesn't recognise equivalence between British and American 

spelling (quantize / quantise etc)

Best: easy searching and citation information.  Worst:  very slow update delays.  It really 

needs to be synchronzed with the arxiv on a much faster basis.

Best: for citations to/from, as an add-on to arXiv

Least: none

BEST: it is THE way of doing citations analyses

WORSE: not sure there is a worse...

Best: relevance to particle physics. Least: no opinion

Best: Simple searches (e.g. by authors' names) are usually very fast and accurate.

Least: Occasionally searches simply don't work; e.g. for some people one apparently cannot 

get a CiteSummary listing - after 'thinking' for a minute or more, the system returns '0 

documents', or some such nonsense, even for well-known people.

Best: Simple, fast, reliable.

Only problem is currently new arXiv numbers.

Best: SPIRES is my basic tool for searching. Most of the time I know someone who has been 

involved in the topic that I am after so I start with that person, and then use references and 

citations to find other papers. It is a great tool.

Worst: It is a bit hard to locate papers on a given topic if you have no specific entree. I do this 

by guessing words in the title and using "find title".  But it might be good to implement a 

Google-like algorithm that also searches in the abstracts/bodies of papers for topics. 

Best: the easy-to-use interface and tracing of references. Worst: it is quite hard sometimes to 

isolate one particular author if others have similar names. Neither "a" nor "ea" cut it. Would it 

be possible to crosslink e.g. to HEPNAMES to search for papers of a particular person? Also, 

the use of wildcards in search strings could be expanded upon.

Best: Very easy to use.  Rarely has incorrect or missing metadata about HEP materials.  Very 

easy to access actual files once the reference is located.

Worst: Occurs very rarely, but sometimes has incorrect metadata.

Best: very partical

Worst: Only hep-th

Best:

Easy use, good search capabilities, quality of the additional links (journals, conferences, KEK 

database,...), 

Worse:

Completely biased citation (pseudo-)analysis.

No unique identifier for each author (using only the author name can be highly ambiguous...)



better search facilities than arxiv but not as good as google as a search engine. But very good 

for hep articles and links to journals and arxiv.

Both Citation system. It is useful to trace articles. It can be misleading to evaluate people on 

the basis of the number of citations their articles have received.

broadest coverage of my field, long term

--often takes me to the arXiv, but I find it easier to start from spires

can get mostly everything you are looking for

sometimes not clear how to search for something. 

challenging to enter journal ref (coden etc)

citation analysis (most)

chronological listing errors (least)

citation analysis and search accuracy the most

multimedia the least

Citation analysis is limited to HEP fields - my area is more nuclear with a certain amount of 

astrophysics which is not always covered well.  The Topcites feature has been useful - 

although the general (not just HEP) analysis was omitted for a long time.

Citation analysis is not precise : e.g. it does not see automatically new citations added in the 

revised versions of the papers, which is, of course, very common. Not enough coveredge ( 

including citation analysis) of the Astrophysical

( e.g. published in journals) and Condensed Matter

physics. This areas are strongly connected to the HEP today. 

Citation analysis the most 

Citation searches

citation tree accuracy in HEP is good, 

lack of intelligent filtering is bad. 

Citations results, author searches.

Complete and fast

Cryptic command line interface

complete coverage of HEP since 1974 and citation analysis

completeness

completeness of listing

Completeness, easy to use, accessible.

completness

slow

complexity to use: keywords ("find author, etc...") instead of a menu

Comprehensive coverage, ease of searching and citation tracking.

Worst thing is that if a doc is not on arXiv you often have to pay the journal for access to 

Comprehensive coverage, quick results + full text

Least is that it misses out my papers in Phys.Lett.B, PhysRevC, EurPhysJA, NucPhysA etc.

Comprehensive coverage, quick results + full text

Least is that it misses out my papers in Phys.Lett.B, PhysRevC, EurPhysJA, NucPhysA etc.

Comprehensive, good citations count

Contains essentially everything that I need. The citation count is working great. It is much 

faster and much more accurate than sources like Web of Science.

contains many/all references in HEP

in my experience less complete in references to related subjects like experimental equipment 

and accelerators

Contains very large number of publications from other (non Cern) laboratories



convenience

convenient for citation search

convenient search if the reference is known, for authors, for papers citing a paper, links to full 

text either to arxiv or to journal websites

Coverage of older publications

Coverage.

Keywords for searching.

Coverageing a vast number of HEP papers, from very old ones to the latest.

I would like to get PDF versions of some pepers (mainly old and classic ones), which are not 

available now. I believe citation analysis has a lot to do with the concerned author, still this 

part can be upgraded. 

Covers practically all preprints and published papers in HEP. The text-based user interface is 

fast and easy to use. Links to journal web sites are very good.

The main problem is that one cannot search the full text or even the abstracts.

Depth of coverage (the most)

depth of coverage including old articles

Depth of coverage is great.

depth of database, multicriterion access

slow, 

Difficult to use initially. 

direct links to published article

citation counts should be improved

Dislike user interface.

dislike: difficulty in searching abstracts etc.

like: full presentation, including references, citatons etc.

Does pretty much everything I need in a HEP search engine (even giving me the bibtex for an 

article to copy & paste in to my papers).

Any criticisms are minor, perhaps articles in the HEP-review section are often quite dated and 

often aren't the most current and comprehensive review articles in the literature

don't use

Don't use it

Ease of use an wide coverage of experiment and theory

easiest for me personally to specify complicated search criteria. No real complaints.

Easily searchable.

Sometimes hard to find by typing in keywords.

easiness+citations

Easy access is the most. The point that old papers are not available is the major SPIRES 

easy access

citations are easy to get

easy and fast search = the best

mistakes and poor citation tracking in nontrivial cases (old papers, papers not published as 

preprints)

Easy referencing, would be nice to get

titles in tex, journals should allow access. 



easy search function. i mostly use spires to search and download papers from arxiv. download 

from spires (published versions) needs permission but free arxiv services is great. 

Easy serach of all papers relevant to my field

Easy to find citation of an article

Easy to find papers by specific authors

Easy to find publications by a given author

Easy to locate a reference in my field (high energy physics).

Not so simple to locate article in conference proceedings

Easy to search and variety of search criteria

Easy to search for anything

easy to use

Easy to use and quite comprehensive, up to date on the latest preprints and publications, 

excellent quality of  service (when you have a question/problem, it may take time but they 

usually resolve it). I think the Physics community should donate money so that more people 

(hopefully of the same quality) can be hired in the service section. 

Older publications (with no preprint)  may not appear in a search. 

I once searched an author and one of their preprints did not show up in spires. I believe the 

preprint was in cond/matter.

Easy to use interface access to many different sources for an article

easy to use search interface

easy to use, even for idiots like me

easy to use, link to journal, I use it a lot to write my papers especially to cite papers using the 

latex link.

Maybe it's not necessary to indicate the number of citation of a given paper.

easy to use, quick in finding documents for simple searches (author, title, date), difficult to 

use if the search criteria need to be more complex, like to look for specific conferences or 

Easy to use. Finds articles pretty well. The worst thing is that many of the older articles are 

not accessible. This is of course not the fault of Spires but the journals.

Easy to use. Very complete. But does not search inside text, which Google can do for example.

Easy to use.

Some times a paper need subscription to read9need a distinction in the search page itself)

Efficiency and ease of use

Essentially complete covereage of the literature.

Links to Arxiv and most importantly KEK scanned articles.

Nothing bad to say.

Every thing

Everything about SPIRES is exillent.

Everything is good

everything is good there.

Everything is ok.

Exceklent service.

Excellence in searching.

No free access to papers published in journals.

excellent

Excellent coverage. I have no complaints about it.

Excellent for citation search



Excellent for finding older stuff. Love the links to scanned preprints in the KEK library.

Hate the search engine. Arcane.

Execellent

exellent

familiar - but dislike the rigid format for a search criterion. Google Scholar is much more 

forgiving ... hence better. 

Fantastic

fantastic

Fast

Fast and accurate. Links to pre-prints as well as refereed journals. However would be good to 

have the option to get hits for names that sound roughly the same, i.e. if the spelling of say 

the author is wrong by one letter, no hits will come back.

fast and reliable

poor access to full texts

Fast results.

Not always easy to have access to ful text.

Fast, easy, fairly complete.  Can't think of anything bad to say.

Fast, versatile, and comprehensive

find all the work in proceeding of a collegue

Finding by author is best, too clumsy.

finding citation and papers of a specified scientist is very easy

firefox search toolbar extension

search keywords and results sometimes unintuitive

For author / title / citation searches SPIRES is the best.

It's a good front end to the arXiv and various online journals.

The bibtex citation format is useful when writing papers.

for full test need the arxiv as backup...

for search accuracy, the problem of disambiguation of common names is a real problem...

keywords are clumsy...

very focussed coverage --- sometimes too narrow...

For many papers it is difficult to have the full text.

It is easy to consult.

For me it is the main source of information and I find it well done

For narrow range of HEP users, particularly SLAC users this offers a quick way to find thier 

publications and citations.

Very little astronomy/astrophysics/particleAstrophysics.

For the HEP domain SPIRES is excellent, less so for some overlapping areas (for example of 

mathematics). The retrieval of articles is fine provided the paper is either on the arxiv, or in a 

journal to which my library subscribes. There are scanned versions of some old articles 

(courtesy of KEK), and this can be very useful. The only frustrating aspect of SPIRES (for me) 

is to meet an essential yet not easily obtainable reference. But that is presumably less of a 

problem in an institution with better library facilities.

For the things not found in arXiv

Fortunately, it covers the most of HEP.

Unfortunately, it does not allow access to the all texts.

Free to acess and download articles of my interest for my research work.

To keep update on of the current and past development in our field of science



friendly , citation index

Friendly system, friendly people who work well with customers.

No negative remarks.

Full content, since the 50's.  incoporates arXiv too.  Citations are only about 70% included.

Full coverage and only hep relevant material.

full-text search a la Google is missing

Generally good, but typically does not update citations, unlike CDS/ADS

Getting outdated, not broad physics coverage, redundant with arXiv only in the hep.

Give a whole list.

Gives additional information, other than papers published (thesis advisors, institutions, etc.); 

interface maybe a little bit complex

goes way back

more comprehensive than arXiv

Good citation analysis

Putting in the code for finding can be a little tricky

Good command line interface. Wish I could do abstract searches more easily.

Good content. Friendly interface and communications with administration. Misses many 

Good coverage in main parts of HEP; weaker in interdiscipliary areas.

Good coverage of certain fields, good search features, easy to use interface

Would be nice to have better referencing of older literature

Good coverage. Easy search facility.

Good enough for me.

good hits

Good match of content to my interests.  Great to have links to both the

arXiv and published papers.

Good points: wide coverage, especially older papers

Bad points: not easy to find the one you want.

good reliable reference. Citations/Reference link.

Access to bibtex format.

Citation summaries.

Good Search engine

Conveniently displayed results including citations

good search interface

Good search interface

Covers most, but not all, the journals of interest.

Sometimes lagging behind.

good: accuracy, and direct links.

least: 

-good: articles and other information are just a command line away

-bad: ??

good: basically everything

bad: you cannot find new papers (spires and arxiv should probably be unified)

good: completeness.

bad: no full-text search

Good: Easy search with many variables using Boolean functions 

Bad: You need to know more or less exactly what you are looking for - i.e. no tolerance on 

fuzzyness.   



good: flexible and convenient search line

bad: it got very slow (up to a couple minutes to load the search results)

Good: output in latex/bibtex format.  Citations.  Links to arXiv

and other full text repositories.

Bad: Wish it covered all physics.  input syntax can seem cryptic

(but at least it is possible to do complex searches).

Good: quick retrieval of information using different search criteria, includes citations

Bad: nothing particular

Great for finding author information, but I find it useless to find topic information.

Great for searching for specific authors, subjects, keywords and titles. The bibtex database is 

very useful, though most still need manual editing to fix uppercase/lowercase and latex 

great overal service - just what I need to find work in my field

hard to find entry of article/refernce to see who cites it. I pass

by name/title. There should be alias record to allow conventional

citations to work

there should be some tolerance to typos like google uses. as is any small typo is fatal.

handles citations to authors of large collaborations very poorly

Handy.

Hard to find any criticism. truly excellent (breathtakingly good to be honest) since many 

Hard to say; it is a question of having used it for a long time

Hard to use

Has a friendly interface and I have been able to find every relevant paper that I have looked 

for in it.

Have not used SPIRES enough to be allowed an opinion

HEPNAMES is the main feature I use

Here is my major complaint about Spires:  papers linger far too long

in the *Temporary status* category.  I realize that Spires may lack

the manpower for entering papers into permanent status very

quickly, but, to be frank, Spires has become a major resource for

doing research in our field and it is essential that things be up to

date very quickly.  I think it becomes SPIRES' responsibility to get

this done, and if needed, further resources must be found.

SPIRES may be a victim of its own success in this regard, but

now you have an obligation to perform...

Honestly, it is the only scientific article search engine I am familiar with, so I just use it.  I 

don't think about how much I love/loath it.

how could it be better?

I also read papers outside of HEP, and wish SPIRES had the breadth of the arXiv (e.g. in 

condensed matter).

I am a spires fan so I like everything about it.

I am familiar with SPIRES so I use it often.  I like the links to full text that are available from 

the results and the fact that it will format the latex and bibtex references for you.  The search 

interface is not intuitive but not too hard to learn.

I am most familiar with SPIRES so I use it. I have noticed problems in the past, specifically, an 

very important preprint I submitted on behalf of a major HEP experiment did not get 

registered in SPIRES even after I sent an e-mail to SPIRES after I noticed this problem. 

I am not familiar with SPIRES: I use it with the help of  an expert when nothing else has 

I am used to it and it is all there



I am used to it, it has a good coverage, but the query format and the manual submission 

formats are awkward

I am used to it, nothing and nobody so far has pushed me to use something else

I am used to it. Very hard to search content, very hard to search if you don't know what 

exactly you're looking for.

I am very happy with SPIRES. The only two things that could perhaps be improved are

(1) the ability to specify one author out of many with the same last name. In particular the 

tracking of institutions named in the byline is often not very good, so one cannot "cross 

search" using author name and institution. 

(2) coverage of "pre-arXiv" articles in Nuclear Physics

I became familiar with the text-based version and it is hard to teach an old dog new tricks, so 

I am loathe to change. Also, I like LaTeX style bibliographies.

I can find most of articles which I like to find. 

I can find what I want, ANYTHING. Flexible, can search by different criteria (eg, collab, eprint, 

author, etc) and combine criteria. Has links to full text elsewhere, so that is not needed here.

I can type in an author's name to see some of the other things he or she has done.

I depend heavily for my scientific work on SPIRES and I can find most articles needed using 

it.They are easily available (for free from arXiv database), otherwise require subscription by 

individuals or  by their home institutes. I hope that with the Open Access, all published 

literature will become readily and freely available. I never use the Keywords in

searching for the relevant scientific literature; in fact I don't even know what these keywords 

are. If keywording is to remain a part of SPIRES, this has

 to abe automatized.    

I did not use SPIRES much (High energy side)

i do not know it that well.

I do not know this system

I do not like citation style of SPIRES. But it is a good search engine.

I do not like that when searching for a paper by journal data, I always have to look up the 

exact position for each comma. The interface should accept more flexible (but still 

unambiguous) versions of the journal titles.

I do not like the need of using a specific sintax

I do not understand the new preprint numbers

I do not use it 

I don`t know

I don't have any complaints

I don't know how to get the source tarball from Spires.  If this is possible I would need no 

other service.

i don't like having to type "find a ... and t ..." instead of just the autor's and publicaiton's 

name. I don't like having to pick a specific author from a confusing list when I click on an 

author in a search resutl.

I find it very easy to get the precise article I want from Spires, provided I know details such as 

authors, dates. I find it hard to get articles based on keywords or classification.

I find SPIRES as good as arXiv, with the bonus that it provides citation analysis. The points I 

note as average are those that I never use.

I got used to it.

I hardly ever use it. One reason is that, when I locate an important article in Google (either 

from a keyword search or from searching on an author I am looking for), I usually don't

get pointed to a whole text in SPIRES.

I hardly ever, knowingly, use this system anymore. I used it 10 years ago and it worked fine.



I have found missing papers or citation information several times, and have always gotten 

good responces (if ocassionally a little slow) when sending emails on missing information.  I 

have also sent in suggestions for useful features and pointed out errors in calculation of some 

citation-related information, and found the people I've communicated with to be very 

I have no complaints about SPIRES

I have sometimes difficulties in getting the full text. 

I have used spires for over 12 years, so my answer is biased.

For each search result, it provides multiple links to fulltext

I have used SPIRES only rarely, not enough to comment upon.

I know the interface and what I find, hence I use this system. The other system may be better 

but I don't know the "depth of coverage" of the other system.

I like a lot the citation analysis.

Search accuracy is acceptable but no very good

I like about Spires that it covers the stuff for many years back.

I like all its features

I like best its comprehensiveness and the access to articles' history, and different forms: initial 

preprints, published versions in journals, scanned versions, and so on. The latter are 

sometimes the only convenient way to obtain certain articles quickly. 

I don't have major reservations about it.

I like citation features allow to rebuild whole braches of research fields in minutes. Is also 

interesting the "review" classification helping you to find good references for a first approach 

to new subject. It should be extended for instance some review comment to each entry would 

be useful.

I like everything about it except the occasionally slow response to requests.

I like everything about SPIRES

I like everything about spires.

I like everything about spires.  How nerdy is that?

I like everything about SPIRES. I truly hope they won't change the current format.

I like in SPIRES the possibility to make a quick research of the papers published in the field I 

am interested.

I dislike the fact that the number of citations have a lot of errors. In pèarticular, I have noted 

that ithe number of citations of my most important papers do not report all the papers that 

have cited them.  And, somewhere, SPires reports as citation papers that actually have not  

I like it because I have learned to use it for a specific purpose.

I do not like it because it requires a computer to use it.

I like it for being a collection of very relevant material, and dislike for rather clumsy query 

interface with non-intuitive keywords

I like it for placing the references to journals

i like it more that spires... they should merge!

I like it very much for preparing reference lists, and also for tracking down full-text for pre-

arXiv papers.

The search engine does not seem as useful as arXiv or google.

I like its accessibility, citation searches

Sometimes it is hard to distinguish autors that have similar names. 

I like its citation system, which is the only reason I sometimes use it instead of arXiv: to see 

how many citations papers have.

I like its ease of use and the unique service it performs - sorting the existing literature in a 

searcheable format.

I like its large curvaceous breasts, I dont like its beard



I like its user friendliness (but perhaps it's because I'm used to it)

and the possibility to copy-paste references for LaTeX-file bibliography. 

I really dislike the fact that it is very poor in collecting citations. It is very often that an author 

cites people correctly only from the version 2 or more of his/her papers, and the problem is 

that SPIRES is very uncapable in updating citations coming from papers on arXivs that are V2 

or more. The result is SPIRES misses many citations but still many people use SPIRES for the 

I like lest the formatting of the titles. Should be nice to have a

latex output

I like most its extensive coverage in HEP.

I like least the nonavailibility of full text of some articles.

I like most SPIRES

I like most that its web interface hasn't much changed (at least visually) in the past few years.

I like most that SPIRES gives direct link also to published versions of preprints and contains 

information on old preprints and where they can be found scanned. 

I like most that the results are presented in a very neat, user friendly form, I like the least it is 

difficult to use it to retrieve 

papers from the journal reference or papers form people in a given institution, that is, it is 

difficult eveything beyond find a or find t

I like most the ability to quickly locate at least the abstract of any paper cited by a paper I am 

reading.  I like least when I find an article but cannot access the full text or a PDF copy.

i like most the citation analysis. I don't like that its often slow and not good for just browsing 

some papers, when you don't know precisely what to look for.

I like most the depth in coverage, the citation counts and the systematic classificaton.

I like most the depth of coverage. Their search criteria are a b it confusing specially by 

authors. It is difficult to isolate an auhtor with a common surname. 

I like most the ease of use, but there still are improvements possible, i.e. the "easy search" 

user interface should be used more extensively while the old-fashioned keyword-based 

interface is really too arcane for some of us.

I like most the possibility to find exact reference and full text of the old papers

I like most the quick access to the full text

I like least the lack of pointers to conference sites (for look up of seminars in pdf or 

powerpoint form

I like most the rapid acces to preprints and paper.

I like less the citation format, e.g. it does not distinguish between selfcitations or genuine 

I like most the streamlined and straightforward interface.

I like least the lack of links to archives and publishers.

I like most the user friendliness.

Sometimes searching by author is somewhat difficult.

I like most the way spires accurately links citations and is integrated with the arxiv.

I like least the fact that spires is useless for nonspecific searches - it gets overwhelmed by 

almost any keyword.

I like most: a) the depth of coverage which is realized by the incorporation of 

various links to other sites, e.g. journal  web-sites, KEK libary, arXiv etc. ,

b) the ammount of work put into getting the references right (including the option

for authors to notify the SPIRES team about missing/incorrect references)

I like possibility to find citations of the papers, to find papers which were published many time 

ago.

Which I do not like -- is the fact that there is not possible to modify initial record of the paper 

(f.e. if authors were added to the list of authors of the paper only in later versions, the system 



I like SPIRES  to find the articles and preprints. Then I get preprints from arXiv and articles 

from the journals.

I like spires as a database. I supplies me with rapid and reliable 

information about articles, about scientists scientific production

(valuable in job committes etc) and their impact.

I like SPIRES for his quality of content.

I like SPIRES for its accuracy and the possibility of corrections of entries.

I wish the SPIRES leaders to extend the member staff to cover a broader area in Physics

I like Spires quite well - however, problems are that sometimes you find

papers only by one search method where another yields no result, which it

should not. This happens in particular when there are collaborations, 

taken over from arXiv, for which the author list is given as 

XYZ collaboration (long author list, awaiting processing) ... but it is never

processed. So to find article XXX with co-author P. Smith, member of the collaboration, you 

need to search for the collaboration or the title or the journal, but if you search for " author 

smith, p", you do not find this article. Even if the journal, say PRL, spells out all the names of 

the collaboration. I know several of such instances.

Also there seem to be "temporary entries" which never get cleared, even if

the article has long been published.

Thirdly, due to the sheer complexity of some articles, cross references to

other articles are not found, so the citation count is incomplete.

I like SPIRES very much, mostly because that I can find what I want very easily.

The only thing is that I do not what to see the records about the withdrawn papers.

I like that I can find old papers.

I do not like that the author search does not discriminate among different authors with the 

same surname.

I like that it goes to very early papers, and has a direct link to the arxiv when the paper is 

published in one of the expensive journals (elsevier)

I like that it is the HEP search engine with the most extensive coverage. I also find its citation 

analysis very useful. It would be great if a way could be found for SPIRES to separately 

categorize review articles, and to give access to books and (perhaps in a separate search 

I like that SPIRES links to the published articles, I like that SPIRES performs citation counts, I 

like the simple and convenient search commands available to SPIRES.  

I dislike that SPIRES citation counter does not automatically update for re-submissions to the 

arXiv.  I dislike SPIRES "find d" command, which doesn't always work properly to 

find/eliminate publication dates.

I like that the database is quite complete, but most of the fulltexts cannot be accessed unless 

they are subscibed. 

I like that they link directly to journals and KEK/CERN preprint servers.



I like the "easy search", the citation analysis, HEPnames.

I don't like the fact that publications by large experimental collaborations tend to corrupt "find 

author" searches.

If the STAR collaboration, say, has a member called "Henderson" then "find au Henderson" will 

throw up lots of STAR papers. I would like to be able to say "find au Henderson and not au 

STAR collaboration".

I like the accessibility to papers of many years ago.  On the other hand sometimes it is 

impossible to see the work.

I like the author listings.

I sometimes have trouble composing the search I want

I like the availability of a lot of data with a nice interface. I would apreciate if it would include 

also papers in math. 

I like the citation analysis the most.

I like the citation analysis, that allows to follow the papers citing another paper.

I do not like the research by subject, that is essentially not implemented:

keywords and classification are not effective, a search engine able to scan the

whole text of  papers and preprints (at least those published after 1990) would

be much better

I like the citation mostly

I like the citation search 

I like the citation summary.

I like the citations and references lists.

I don't like the fact that they take the references of a preprint when it first appears and don't 

update it if the  preprint is modified. Also, it cumbersome to notify SPIRES about changes. If 

the reference list has changed radically, you have to email SPIRES and give all the references 

using the "CODEN" codes.

Since SPIRES keeps track of publication information, I don't understand why they don't update 

the ref lists, say, one month after publication. ArXiv should then have a notice to authors 

saying that the published version should be uploaded within one month.

I like the convenience and  the sintax form for a seach.

I like the convenience of SPIRES, and strongly dislike the incompleteness 

of citations. Given the weight placed on citations by peers in evaluating the 

status of someone in the field, this incompleteness in citations is very 

unhelpful and misleading. It seems that a website run by one person, 

http://www.citebase.org/, often has more complete citations to an article 

than SPIRES. This reflects poorly on SPIRES, since there is a whole group 

of people working on SPIRES. Since SPIRES is more stable in terms of resources that support 

it, I hope that SPIRES can be greatly improved so 

that it can at least match Citebase in the completeness of citations. 

You may need to work on including astrophysics articles in your data base

in a more systematically complete way, as astrophysics becomes increasingly important in 

physics today.

I like the depth of coverage and I would improve the classification

I like the depth of coverage in sprires, but it is easy to search, like I want to search some 

papers with several keywords.



I like the ease of correction.

I don't much like the extreme difficulty separations some names with common initials (eg M 

Campanelli).

I like the ease of searching.   I am frustrated that I am not able to download many older 

papers without a subscription to the journal,  in particular to Nucl. Phys and Phys Lett.

I like the easy search form. It is so simple.

I like the existence itself of the database.

I do not like that the citation facilities is very limited for articles that are not "topcited".

I like the fact that EVERYTHING is on SPIRES.  But it's often difficult to turn up what you want 

due to the specificity of the keywords.  In particular, it can't handle truncated words ("CDF 

track" doesn't turn up what either "CDF tracking" or "CDF tracker" will) and it is very picky 

about journal abbreviations.

I like the fact that it's free and efficient.

The mailing lists and other tools are useful.

The citations statistics and hyperlinks.

I do not have a particular aspect that I don't like.

I like the fact that many articles can be found there.

I do not like at all their citations tools. People use them too much even if many of them have 

no real meaning.

I do not like at all the fact that Spires is not able too distinguish various authors having similar 

names. Their HEP names system should be improved a lot.

I would like that the paper owned by Science Direct (which doesn't work at all) would be in 

some ways available in SPIRES or elsewhere.

I like the flexible searching : dates/title words/author/journal/...

I like the least a not too very comprehensive citation coverage. 

I like the least that older material, before about 1980, is hardly found on spires. I also do not 

like the separation between nuclear and high-energy physics. 

I like the most about SPIRES that, besides the preprints, it provides almost every possible 

information about author's affiliation, conferences, institutions, etc.

I like the most that i know the system

I like the least that  sometimes  i cannot find somethin that i know should be in

I like the most the fact of being able to find the title of the articles and preprints written by a 

given author and that becomes even better if they are available in the internet.

There is nothing I like the least about SPIRES.

I like the most the good coverage, including old articles, and the citation

system. The latter it is not perfect yet, but is the best available.

I like the most the search system (find eprint, author, collaboration, title, etc) and the citation 

analysis. 

I cannot say what I like the least. Probably nothing.

I like the most the user-frinedliness, the less the keyword system.

I like the most: everything. 

I like the most: the citation and reference services. These could be improved (perhaps 

extending the coverage to articles which do not have a preprint version) but are already very 

useful.

I like the presence of links to many other resources, I like the search system.

I don't like the restriction to HEP, it would be good to have complete access also to related 

fields like astro/cosmo



I like the referencing benefits but I dont like the fact that you need to use commands

I like the search methods as well as bibliographic tools.  It would be nice to see a daily listing 

of papers.

I like the search system, which allows precise queries.

I don't like: most servers are too slow and the multimedia content is not very complete (last 

time I checked).

I like the search, but it could be better

I like the SPIRES interface generally.

When preparing documents, the bibtex info is particularly

useful.

I like the statistic analysis, summary of citations and it is user friendly

I like the structured interface and being able to type in a search string when I know what I am 

looking for. The search by keyword is poor.

I like the user friendliness of SPIRES the most.

I like the speed of update of SPIRES the least.

I like the way to search

I like very much that I have easy links to the journals that publish the papers, making it very 

easy to find the paper when it is not available as preprint.

I like:

.-Excellent coverage of all articles and preprints, even from before the "eprint era". 

.- Direct access to arXiv fulltext

.- Access to published version, and to scanned version for old preprints

.- Full journal citation, and LaTeX/BibTeX formats, for easy citation (copy/paste) in my own 

I love SPIRES

I love the fact that Spires has evolved and adapted itself to the age of the internet. Its 

strength is the fact that it's records go well before the 1990's when the arXiv started.

I donot dislike anything about SPIRES.

I most like the possibility to find citations and references by use of SPIRES. This system is 

excellent! For me the difficulty is that my subject (exactly solvable models) is at the crossroad 

of HEP with mathematics, but SPIRES cover very partially the related mathematical subjects.

I most like the specific search options.

It is however hard to find a reference to explain the search commands when you use it for the 

first time.

I mostly like the speed to find what I want, but not everything is there. Things not completely 

related to HEP, e.g. cond-mat physics simply do not even appear there.

I never use it

I only used it one time and SPIRES was unable to help me, but I would try them again for 

another thesis search.

I prefer the layout as compared to the arXiv, and I like that you have access to more than just 

preprints.

I dislike that you cannot view a list of new postings, and that papers are not categorized by 

I prefer the search interface, and I like the fact that I can link to references, cites, and the 

journal version.  It might be nice to have a add more data for classification by subject.

I really like it overall. 

Most like: citation and "alternative" statistics, length of time records go back. 

I really like the search method! Quick and easy! I think there is nothing I really don't like 



I really like the user friendliness of Spires and wish that it could be extended to the whole 

arXiv. Due to its importance in modern science it would be great if changed/added citations in 

later versions of a submitted paper could be added automatically.

I think SPIRES in the best system currently available, especially when combined with ArXiv as 

storage center.

I think SPIRES is the best database for theoretical particle physics.

SPIRES is excellent as it is.

I thinked that any paper which eneter to SPIRES will have many citation, but this is not so.  

Why, I do not know. Probably, many of physicists with high citation index do not see there.

I use it all the time to find articles fast. Also I have been using the citation analysis for my CV. 

Thank you. 

Maybe using the references and the citations you could group articles on similar subjects. You 

could even use an analysis of how many times an article has been downloaded or even by 

what type of user it has been downloaded (complete article or only abstract). It is difficult to 

suggest an improvement  when a product is so good. 

I use it almost every day, I think the search engine is very powerful, the citation analysis (h-

index!) might be a bit over the top, would be great if it had more math papers

I use it at times, but not enough to express an opinion.

I use it for locating papers by a particular author, to download papers and preprints, to check 

citations, etc.

Searching for papers by a particular author often also lists papers by other authors with same 

last names and initials. It is not easy to screen out the not desired ones.

Sometimes the speed is not good, especially the wait for older papers.

I use SPIRES a lot. I think it covers most of the data base that I need and I am used with it, 

so it is user friendly (at least, my friend).

I use SPIRES for searches only rarely.  User interface is clucky.  But if I know that they have 

the preprint, it is a good way to find the article.  

I also use the SPIRES interface to find Fermilab internal preprints.  It does the job.

I use this tool mainly. One needs some experience to find special things.

I usually use this, and rarely others.

I very much like the simplicity in finding papers, 

I'm instead unhappy of the incompleteness in citation coverage for non-HEP hournals

I wish full text of older conference proceedings was available

I'd do away with citation information because this just distracts young researchers from their 

actual research and produces bubble hypes in the field. There are many examples within the 

last twenty or so years where highly cited articles practically had no physics impact. My belief 

if that publically funded research should not be busy with its own sociology but with a genuine 

improvement of our understanding of nature.

If I know what I am looking for this is the quickest and safest way to find an article. This I like 

very much. 

If I don't know what I am looking for it is difficult to find what I am looking for because I only 

know the basic search commands. 

If I spell an authors name incorectly.  It would be useful if SPIRES would say "did you mean 

XXXXX" instead of just returning no search results.



If searching in High energy, it will always give you what you want, with good links to 

references, citations and any available full text.  The problem is in areas that overlap with 

cond-mat, there are often articles of interest not in their database

If the search interface were more "google"-like, I would use SPIRES all the time.  But boolean 

logic is usually overkill for the searches I do, and I just want to type:

ed witten phys rev d 1998

I'm familiar with SPIRES, having used it for many years.  It is not all that complete, especially 

with the explosion of other more internal document repositories all over the place.

I'm hooked on SPIRES. I have been using it for so long that I'm very very used to all its 

features, and for me the whole thing is intuitive by now. Some aspects of classification which 

grew out of its pre-web days may be less familiar to others. But as someone who started using 

it as command line by email, I have no problems. In terms of searching by cross-citation it is 

fantastic because that way you can find papers you would miss easily by title keyword 

searches. In this way it is only matched by Web of Science, but in some ways is better within 

I'm used to SPIRES so I am not objective

In general I like everything but the outputs of the queries could be made more compact so 

that we could see more entries per page.

In general it is very good.

Multimedia content... hardly ever noticed any.

I would like for older papers be available. Also somteimes those available as scanned tiff or 

pdf from KEK sometimes are illegible.

In my opinion, this is the best scientific database.

Inability to search for text inside articles is a severe limitation.

Inclusion of other archives (for instance, nonlin.CD)

informations not updated, a little messy

interface is klunky, but is what we all know.  i use (and like) mainly the citation bits.

intuitive

The simple interface covers 95% of my needs

is excellent in all ways, however it takes time to familiarise oneself with the search codes

Is m primary search resource for HEP. Excellent for citations and references.

The search engine is not very user friendly. I would prefer BESIDES the Boolean search 

another more general Google-type  search  option. However without sacrificing Boolean 

It allows for fast search and retrieval of recent content in string theory.

It does not offer full text for older papers (Nuc Phy B etc.) 

It contains a lot of useful data, but you can not rely completely its information

it contains all time papers 

the least: it is very useful the hepnames, but sometimes it is

not updated

It contains the most contents in HEP and is easy to use

It cover a lot of HEP, but it does not cover other areas of physics very well

It covers all the new papers in my field and is easy to search.

I wish it had more listings and full-text for older articles.



it covers older papers, it is easy to use, it offers connection to full text on arXiv and in major 

journals. 

It can improve citation database, especially for interdisciplinary papers.  

it covers preprints and publications

It does not find items I know exist, so I have stopped using it.

It does not have paper submission capability, but that should be left to xarXiv anyway.

It easily provides a rather exhaustive list of HEP papers, together with (many) links to the 

IT EASY TO USE. IT IS GOOD FOR HEP SEARCH.

It gives all informations (for example books etc.) but all are not accessable.

It goes back a long way

It goes back to the mid- 1970's

it has an excellent coverage

not user friendly

It has everything and gives you nice citations for papers. 

It is not always so user friendly, for example with experiments where it does not know that 

exp na49 is cern.....49, and some times the year/date is not working as I want it to. (And it 

can of course be annoying when you don't subscribe to the journal where the article you want 

It is a great index to HEP papers and preprints. It is good for getting the full-text versions 

when it links to arXiv or KEK scanned preprints. If I am looking for a given paper, or chasing 

reference or citations, it is my first choice.

It is a great search engine and it has useful links to the text

of the paper. 

It is better than several other sites but still does not give the complete list. It does not even 

pick up articles from different arXiv by the same author. 

It is by far the best reference tool by being a comprehensive preprint database, and is easy to 

use if one knows the author, or keywords in the title. 

It is does not include some ares of physics that arXiv does

It is easy to quickly find a paper you are looking for.

It is easy to search.

I can see the citations easily.

It is easy, excellent for author searches with dates.

It is easy. Gives all the papers of an author( i normaly go by author search).

Many a times, full text are not avilable either beacuse my library is not subcribing the journal ( 

science direct) or for some other reasons

It is excellent in general. It could index further into the past

It is excellent.

I like least that it only goes back to about 1975.

It is extremely easy to narrow down searches with the many different fields that SPIRES uses 

to search. However, the naming scheme and particular patterns are not user friendly.

It is extremely useful, but nothing is perfect in this world ...

I can not give detailed evaluation, 90% it works, sometimes not. 

It is fast and has a lot of data from many sources.  It is not so easy to use the search 

language sometimes.  Also, it is missing

some important date from, say, nuclear physics.



It is more complete and easier to search than arxiv, but it offers also the likl to the archive 

itself and the 

most popular journals. Sometimes difficult to disentangle authors with the same surname, but 

luckily 

there is also the browse option.

It is my preferred information system, I have no complaints.

it is nice for citation study

I just have not got use to it

It is not clear why some papers are referred and why some others not

It is not easy to say but I use every day .Espscially it is good to find old articles.

It is not user friendly to find info on a subject, you

need to know a lot in advance and fight with sintaxis

It is not very easy to access articles devoted to reviews of specific areas of physics. 

It is pretty complete

It is pretty good for most of the cases. There are some problems if one wants to use the latex 

codes from spires to cite papers. Usually there are cases that for example PRD database 

disagrees with spires database.

It is probably the most comprehensive database of HEP articles and preprints out there. You 

are guaranteed to find anything you look for. Their search engines are also very effective and 

user friendly.

The not so good part is the citation analysis. The citations are not counted accurately even if 

the citing article has perfectly well prepared reference list. 

It is really exhaustive for HEP and a lot of times I can get the fulltext of old papers as 

preprints. The search engine uses a difficult sintax, not really user-friendly.

It is still a good  compass for me to search for new physics field deeply. I hope the SPIRES 

keeps to service us. 

it is the most complete HEP database, no particular problems

It is the most complete when searching by author or keyword for HEP articles.  What I like the 

least is that you have to remember the syntax for the search.  I always have to go to the 

examples to remember exactly how to do the search.  

It is the most convenient tool to locate the wanted article

in my area.

The thing I would complain about SPIRES is that citation

system sometimes doesn't automatically upgrade correctly.

It is the most specific

too strict rules to be friendly

It is the only serious interface to find papers on topics, but as it is based on titles, it misses 

alot.  If the topic you want is fairly standard, e.g. top quark papers since 2005, it is perfect.  

For other things, it is difficult to guess what keyword will work.

It is very  user friendly

It is very complete and userfriendly

It is very convenient tool to find and make references, because we can do very quick finding 

any information about a subject. 



It is very difficult to get a chronological, rather than reverse chronological, listing in Spires.  

"Jump to the last page" is not good enough.

While understandable as far (I presume) as it is necessary as an implementation detail so that 

their database entries are unique, it bothers me that they consider JHEP journal volume 

numbers to have the form yymm, and not the correct mm.  This would be fine was it not for 

their insistence that authors cut-and-paste from Spires into their bibliography.  If Spires really 

wants authors to cut-and-paste their bibliography, they should make sure the bibliography is 

correct.  It would also be good if Spires ordered volume number, year and page number 

correctly.  And yes, I realize that I am being ridiculously picky.

The statistics in Spires, including citation analysis, are absolutely wonderful, and the ability to 

search by citation is indispensible.

It is very eady to use and covers all. 

It is very easy o search any scientific article in SPIRES. So, I like it. 

it is very easy to use

it is linked with arXiv

It is very slow at times. It has a problem with different spellings of

a name.

It is very user friendly and fast and has a very good coverage.

If possible I would like to see book search on the Spires improved.

it is very user friendly but it is not always clear where one is redirected when clicking on links 

to the full texts

It is very userfriendly

It provides a very quick way to access all papers.

It provides the easiest way to find the papers of a given author.

It really REALLY needs a complete index of search commands, not the lame list of "examples" 

it has now. Be rigorous and clear.

it seems to be the best for literature and people and job search.

The worst thing about it is trying to refine searches,

I can never rember if it is topcite=100+ topecit 100+ or just topcite 100 and so on....

It seems to be very comprehensive for published articles. I never use it for preprints.

I don't like the interface, the syntax. It is always a bit too picky for my taste. I don't always 

remember the abbreviation to use or the syntax. 

it should become for all of physics, not just high energy physics, 

Spires is the best of all the  data bases, all others should aspire to be like spires..

It still works, has various interfaces and rarely has problems.  It is focussed on what it does 

best, and does not try to be all things to all users. Unlike CDS.  

It works

It works consistently and reliably. I have been using SPIRES for over 20 years and so I am 

very familiar with it. I am amazed at the accuracy and comprehensiveness of its content and 

how well it has been kept up-to-date. Recently (last year or so) I have noticed that new 

entries are not made so rapidly, although these are often picked up from other databases (like 

arXiv). The user interface dates from before the web and so is a little crude, but at least it is 

It works well, and is very consistent. I find that I can get it to do everything I want. One of my 

grad students insists on using Google Scholar, but she misses relevant material.

It works. It has worked for years, and continues to work. It also has excellent cross-

referencing into other archives. We could not live without it, nowadays.

It would be great to have the possibility to search on mathematical symbols



It would be helpful to have a "did you mean this feature" similar to google's if a search item is 

misspelt. 

It would be nice if SPIRES had a browsing capability

it'd be more usefull if it covered related areas like condensed matter, atomic physics, ...

It's a great resource, thanks.

Its Access to full text and Citation analysis are very usefull.

It's almost complete in HEP and HEAp.

It's an excellent system for finding exact references as well as the fulltext if available.

Its deep coverage of subject I like the most.

Its ease of use and the time period which it covers. I also utilize the citation count feature.

It's easiest to find all the papers of one author, and also

it's very helpful to find all papers related to one subject. The citation analysis is really 

powerful, I like it. 

It's not convenient to find exactly author in Spires. And 

the classification is not very well. 

it's easy and I've used it for over 20years, generally does the job.

It's easy to use for finding papers

It's easy to use, but very new preprints often ar not there (it takes week to upload the 

preprints author list..)

It's fast and complete

it's fast and complete.

Its fast and has the features required. There a couple of bugs here and there, and very wide 

searches sometimes fail. 

its flexibility

it's good

no complaints

It's great for searching for collaborations, specific authors

It's less useful for searching for subject areas, especially when multiple spelling possibilities 

exist, e.g., Omega_c, omegac, Omegac,omega-c,....

It's indispensable in HEP research.

It's just as simple as it should be, really user friendly ! And: it is very fast ! Well interleaved 

with the arXiv

It's long history, and all the new features that are added (e.g. the maps connected to the 

Institutional search).

It's my favorite Information System because I think it is the most complete. The standard 

search form is very user-unfriendly, but the advanced one works very nicely.

Its pretty slow, which is bad.

The seach for keywords  could be more clever.

I like that it seems pretty accurate for particle pheno.

Its search interface is not user-friendly, but once one knows the command, extremely efficient 

to find what one searches.

It's terrific for citation analysis inside HEP. However, I use many papers outside of HEP, and 

SPIRES is very spotty for that.

Its the best HEP search engine available. Its multmedia content is bad. 

It can still be improved vis-a-vis in subject searches and key word searches. 

There should also be a way to distinguish degeneracies in the author names

more precisely. 

It's the better tool for finding preprints and articles, but it's good for finding collaborations' 

reports and thesis.



It's the fastest way to find whta I need. 

It needs some learning of the search syntax. 

It's the way to go to find cross references and number of citations of HEP articles.

I find, however, its interface and syntax too awkward, and the search engine is sometimes less 

than accurate. The links to full text are occasionally a bit messed up.

It's very convenient to find papers by authors;

However, the function of searching by keywords is poor. 

It's very easy to search, seems to accept parts of names (e.g. one part of a double-barreled 

surname), and has the most comprehensive listings I know of.

However, I usually use arxiv instead because it will give me access to the full text. Slac-spires 

lists papers that I can't always access - useful to know they exist and I can seek them out of a 

library or buy them, but disappointing that I can't read them there and then. Two different 

It's very fast and contains a lot of informations. I think that user friendliness and access to full 

text should be improved.

itts equally good.

I've been using it for many years and I'm used to the search criteria, so can easily find what I 

need.  

It doesn't typically contain accelerator and technology papers.

Just like it. So convenient.

just more old database

just used to it, friendly personal service upon contact

keep PDF verison for all listed papers

Know it pretty well, quite complete information (including standard and

easy to use citations for use in my own papers).

latex references; lack of classification

least - archaic search commands, but these are easily learned

most - citation support, ability to search based on multiple criteria

least - doesn't cover much

most - containt additional cathegories: conferences, jobs,...

least - lack of simple search interface 

least - search syntax is obscure and needs to join the 21st century

Least - search system is difficult to get the hang of.  Also, often items are listed without links 

to the full text.

Most - coverage of journal articles from further back in time than arXiv.

least- the way authors are linked to all their papers

Least:  I do interdisciplinary work that touches on HEP, but many of the papers citing my work 

are in astrophysics and geology.  My supervisors are in love with SPIRES, and use it to keep 

track of my citations, many of which are missing because SPIRES does not seem to try to go 

very far afield.  The management here tells me that I should just be sending SPIRES all of the 

missing citations, which in the cases of some papers amount to 20 or 30 references.  I think 

that the citation data on SPIRES cause more harm than good.  If they are going to count 

citations, they had better be comprehensive.  If they are not going to be comprehensive, they 

should not be giving citation counts.



Least:  the automatic citation registration is rather

poor, misses at least 15-20 of the citations.

In particular, revised versions are not automatically updated.

Most:  the Librarian is friendly patient and is ready

to make corrections.

least: access to old article depends local libarary ubscription

everything else is ok

Least: ambiguous author hames are not always easily resolved.

Least: citation metrics are poor. They incite authors to cite too many useless articles. 

least: complicated search syntax if more than author and year is looked for.

Least: Difficult to find article by topic.

Most: Everything else.

Least: full text access should be available

Most: Citation and reference 'surfing'

Least: Incomplete coverage. Submission of a reference to a missing paper requires to provide 

all references of the paper in a very user-unfriendly format. Makes it virtually impossible for 

the authors to add articles that are referencing their work and are missing in the archive. It 

provides the citation analysis which is incomplete because of the reasons mentioned above.

least: multiply defined symbols for references

even less: speed!!

most: one-stop shopping for HEP preprints and publications

Least: selfcitations are still iincluded in the citation record of each paper

Least: the search format for finding an article without an arXiv preprint number is confusing

Least? no comment

Best? You can very easily search by authors, titles, subject, or combinations in the blink of an 

leat: that ciations of/in non-electronic articles like conference proceedings are not recorded 

(though understandable).

Also considerable delay until an article is no longer temporary recorded.

Like -- systematic, covers old literature

Dislike -- citations of recent papers are not complete

like - the access to older papers

dislike - none

like : easy and full access to articles, etc.

dislike : search syntax is confusing

Like broad coverage. Dislike fussy syntax a little.

like everything about it. 

Like most - Citation analysis

Like most - search engine

Like least - reference analysis not always give the complete list

like most its very good coverage of my subjects

like least the interface

Like most:  easy to search for what you want.

Dislike most: hard to distinguish between authors with the same last name.

Like most: ability to quickly find citations to a given article

Like most: ability to search

Like least: restriction to certain kinds of physics (arXiv covers

broader territory)

Like most: access to articles prior to the existence of arXiv, citation of papers, author's 

particulars, SLAC-preprint/reprint refrences



Like most: can access old paper records

Like least: cannot search abstracts etc.

Like most: complete.

Like least: search accuracy

like most: easy to use. Like least:... don't know.

Like Most: Exhaustive references. Access to pre-prints from KEK. References formatted for 

LATEX. Citation search. Job listing.

Like most: fast access to information

Like most: freely accesible

Like least: incomplete for other branches of physics like solid state or mathematical physics

Like most: It is the standard place to search references in HEP

Like least: Not many options (citations, counting downloads, option for discussion of papers..)

Like most: that it summarises information both on preprints and published articles with useful 

links to journals etc.

like most: the number of references available

like lest: the fact that a search can fail if the title is not exactly spelled. No alternative 

phrasing is suggested 

like most:

- keywords

like most; ease of search and search accuracy.

Like that comprehensive.  No serious negatives.

Like the depth of coverage most about SPIRES.

It is not suitable for getting access to the full text. arXive is better in that respect.

Like the easy and extensive links to other resources. But dislike the inability to find the 

required paper by just typing 0704.2630 (say) in the blank space!! It should be smart enough 

to understand this. 

like the most old papers

Like the most:  complete content over decades, and the citation analysis

Like the least: Not user friendly

Like the most: advanced search features (exact author, AND NOT search, cited-by, etc).  Very 

useful and effective.

Like the least: Some non-journal-article entries lack full bibliographic information.  Some links 

to journal server are broken (mainly for Elsevier journals).

like the most: citation of published paper, link to published paper, latex/bibtex references

like the most: easy & quick search, comprehensive database

like the least: ?

Like the most: I can find easily what I need

Like the most: it is extensive

Like the least: it does not provide text for many papers.

Like the most: Where to start?  This is far and away the most impressive service for HEP 

publications.

Like the least: I could do without the annual reviews of top-cited manuscripts.  This is a 

popularity contest, I don't think Peskin (or any single person) is qualified to review all the 

papers listed, and it exacerbates the distortions of a field already obsessed by citations.

Like: ability to export in LaTeX format, links to full text in many locations



like: complex search

like: comprehensive list, easy to find follow citations and references

dislike: difficult interface finding things

like: flexibility

Like: It contains almost everything + esp limnks to old preprints + links to journals + latex for 

references is excellent

Dislike: search facility is pretty non-user friendly

Like: quick access to many papers, excellent citation count service

Not like: nothing

Like: search capability is good (but takes time to learn)

        Ability to format output for Latex, bibtex is great

       

Dislike: Search tools are somewhat dated, need to be able to search text.

like: simple to use (possible to type all of query in a single line), excellent coverage of high-

energy physics papers

do not like: covers only high-energy physics, few links to full text, cannot search for related 

articles, cannot search in text of papers

like: spires has all papers, not only submitted ones as archive. 

dislike: spires has only HEP, but no nuclear physics, instrumentation etc.

Like: The most complete databse going back many years.

Dislike: pagination by 25 records is really inconvenient.

Like: useful for addresses and also points to links in other preprint collections,

eg KEK. Indispenable in HEP.

Dislike: search interface

Like: Very easy to use and very comprehensive.

Dislike: Doesn't contain info for quant-ph, math-ph

limited coverage - useless if yo are interdisciplinary

Lots of coverage including old articles and links to online archives.

Links to various archives aren't always complete. Search features could be improved.

Mainly, I find new papers in SPIRES (and I can obtain obnly such papers from arxiv). In 

addition, I use SPIRES for analysis of new conference and schools. In such question, SPIRES is 

the best system for me now. Some time, I analyse another pearson using SPIRES.

One can add some additions, which can be useful from my point of view. For example, to 

include into SPIRES the jouranls, which are not shown at present time (maybe, from the East, 

some russian jouranl). It will be interesting to have an free preprints of papers published until 

1980 (as in arxiv later). But it is approximately point of view.

Many mistakes. Sometimes references are absent at all, as for example, for my recent paper 

0704.3184.  Information is very worth, but is very irregular.

More flexibility with  keyword searches

most - accessible and in general complete



Most - accuracy

Least - the need (?) for keyword switches (a for author), but maybe that's just how I was 

shown to use it.

most - can get full text

least - miss quite a bit in the search results

Most - comprehensive catalogue, does not just contain preprints which are available on the 

arXiv. Comprehensive citation analysis tools. Contains the full text of articles where possible, 

eg., in digitized form (scanned in PDF or similar) which is very useful. Contains links to 

published form of the paper.

Least - appalling search grammar

Most - easy to find authors.

Most - Easy to use

Least - Sometimes only gives abstracts without access to full text

Most - familiarity.  

Least - unsure

most - finding articles is easy; great coverage

Most - Fullness of information about papers and authors

Least - arXiv more user friendly in terms of layout 

most - good access to papers

most - I do find all of my papers!

least - interface

Most - I find iit easy to use ( but then I'm from a generation which used the TECO editor.....)

Least - it's only mainstream HEP and wildly inaccurate on cross-disciplinary things (I'm a 

theorist and it's weak on mathematical physics)

Most - It is a fast and reasonably complete system.

Least - User friendliness

most - its cross-links with arxiv which makes current research available; as well as its 

crosslinks with journal servers.

least - the CODEN keywords for journals are REALLY hard to remember, thereby forcing me to 

spend time looking them up; and simplified journal keywords don't always work.

most - it's free

least - takes long to update (could be inherited from Spires, don't know), temporary entries 

are a pain

I also don't like that sometimes notation differences yield inconsistent search results (for 

instance, how subscripts are specified - don't always find all the papers because of this)

most - reliability

least - online-naccessible journal articles (not SPIRES problem though)

most - Search accuracy by author is excellent + citation analysis.

least - i) unfortunately full text of all results of a query is not available though I understand 

the situation. 

         ii) topic search is not as good as Google Scholar.

Most -- Simple and efficient. Please stick to it!



Most - simple search interface.

Least - the keywords and classification could be improved.  It's not great as a search engine 

for general topics.  It's much better if you have an idea of the author(s) you're looking for in 

the first place.

most -- speed of access

least -- inability to search within a search

Most -- text interface

Least -- as citation repository: somewhat random citation harvesting, often needs correction 

by email (though usually partially author's fault)

most : absolutely user friendly. 

least : cant search within the text. 

Most : better citation coverage, easier interface. 

Least : many papers of low quality. 

Most : completeness

Least : ?

Most : Ease of searching syntax and the database itself

Least : Lack of database for old High Energy papers, say from 50's, 60's.

Most : I find (about) everything I need !

Least : well, some old documents aren't digitized yet, but that's not SPIRES' fault ;-)

Most : Search depth

Least: none

Most complete database. Full text not always available. 

Most complete in the field

Most- completeness

Least- no comment

Most convenient for searching papers by author, title. What I find is not good is quite often 

there is no way to sort papers by authoer with same initial but same last name, though they 

are experimentalist and theorist, for example.

Most like: Convenience

Least like: Citations are only automatically recorded from version 1.  

most like: easiness, convenience and citation analysis

Most liked: I got used to it. Least liked: The inconsistency in citing conference talks.

most liked: search accuracy anf quality of content

not liked: speed of search, access to full text

Most missed: example of search strategies and categories and keywords

Most of the papers I need are contained in Spires. Mathematical Physics is just a little bit 

Most Search Accuracy

Least User Friendliness



most:   breadth of topics coverred; i browse arxive the way people browse bookshelves!

least: the citation compilation can be  still significantly improved [though the additional 

parameters like h is really good]. for example, 

1) books are not currently included  -while CDS does it;   

2) statisitcs of authors with different total citations etc are not currently available;  

3) it is not possible to find how many ciitations  a person got during  t_1<t<t_2. [NOT how 

many citations the papers wriiten by the author duiring this period got - that is easy]; 

4) topcite lists  are not  normalised by number of authors . if a 4 authored paper has hundred 

citations and each othem claim the 100 as theirs, we are violating some conservation law!

Most:  accurate, quality information

Least:  clumsy user interface, I constantly have to reread instructions to compose anything 

more than a simple query; updates can be slow.

Most:  all sort of papers can be found there

Least: citations not always accurate

most:  citation analysis

least: I don't always get what I think I'm asking for.

MOST:  easy to use

LEAST:  Very incomplete in related fields e.g. astronomy

Most:  It is great for finding work.

Least:  Its citation data is useful for one thing

and one thing only:  finding the history of a given

research development.  It is a terrible measure

of quality of research, leading to fashion dominated

effects rather than work of lasting value.  So I think

it should not be emphasized for evaluating researchers,

just for finding research content.  

Most:  it's comprehensive catalogue of HEP and HEP-reltaed articles, going back decades.  

Also it's quick and efficient citation-search facility.

Least:  nothing.

Most:  References and citations.   Also, I know the submission interface very well.  Finally, I 

know the people "behind the scenes" well, if I ever need their help (which is rare).

Least:  No full text search facility, that I know of.

MOST:  Search facility, wildcards, search help pages, citations + counts up front, latex 

citations I can paste in, KEK scans for rare articles.

LEAST:  They changed 100-250 citations from "famous" to "very well-known".  I used to be 

famous.  It was very depressing to discover one day that I was reduced to being only very well-

Most:  Speed

Least: Multimedia content

Most:  standard searches (author or title) work very well and almost always give me what I 

want quickly

Least:  Format for other searches (e.g. by collaboration name, or published journal) is not 

intuitive and not easy to find info about it on the spires cite.



Most:  Very good at searching by author

Least: Full text not always available

Most: a serious effort is being made to make available, for FREE, a reasonably complete 

database of all of the physics research literature.

Least: Lacking accuracy in citation records of research papers.

most: ability to search for papers on given subject 

least: many missing articles

Most: ability to search within my field, and to then trace citations to continue search

Least: coverage a bit too narrow (especially in cosmology, gravitation)

most: access to almost all relevant journals, also publishes versions available. 

least: search documentation could be better

Most: Access to full text and citation amalysis

Least: Do not know

most: access to full text

less: user friendliness

Most: Access to text

Least: Multimedia content

Most: accuracy and citation analysis

Least: Low number of options in the citation search. Funding instututions

          are often interested in the number of citations in a given period

         of time, subtracting autocitations, subtracting citations to the 

        preprint version of a paper, counting citations only in journal

       articles. Given the information that is already contained in the SPIRES

      data, including such options seems straightforward.

most: accuracy of search, keyword and article type system 

least: nothing particular

Most: accurate search and citation database. Least: sometimes the website is quite slow.

most: accurate search with a big database

least: a bit slow

most: almost all preprints and articles are available

least: the full text of old papers are only available through the publishers web page, therefore 

not accessible if searched outside CERN (e.g. home)

Most: almost all; least: calls Science Direct for full text.

most: almost perfect, professional, exact what a physicist need

least: not really, just a tiny one, original interface is more natural

most: bibliography tex option

most: bibtex feature

least: its slooooow

most: bibtex

least: short key is hard to remeber

most: both preprint and publication info.

least: some links to journals poor, but may be journals fault.

Most: Can always quickly find what I want, and never have to remember a specific citation.

Least: It could use a phonetic speller, since there are times when I'm not sure how to spell 

someone's name, and it would be nice if it could help out there.



Most: citation analyses

Least: does not include preprints

most: citation analysis and CV-format

least: name search probably could be improved

Most: citation analysis

least: user friendliness is only mediocre

Most: citation analysis

Least: access to full text

most: Citation analysis

least: cannot say

most: citation analysis

least: in a typical search many irrelevant results might come up (conference proceedings, etc.) 

mixed to the useful ones; there is no

prioritization of the search results 

Most: Citation analysis

Least: keywords and classification

Most: Citation analysis. Least: not very user friendly (need to know the commands)

Most: citation analysis.

Least: ?

Most: citation and reference analysis

most: citation and search

most: citation information + links to journals; least: very focused on HEP while sometimes 

math-related articles could also be info of interest

most: citation search

least: old references 

Most: Citation summaries.

Least: search string not easy to remember. small deviations in typing are not allowed. (e.g. 

find j phys. rev., b123, 123 can not be written as find j phys rev b 123, 123)

most: citation

least: coverage

most: citations analysis, command line search

least: spires would benefit enormously by including the math arxiv preprints in its coverage

Most: citations search, and hepnames search

Least: coverage, some citations I find on google I can't get with spires

most: citations

least: user friendliness

most: citations,

least: confusion between authors names

most: complete coverage of HEP preprints

least: somewhat ancient interface 

Most: complete database, well organized

Least: some missing papers of interest for HEP community. No simple RSS access to the 

database to copy a subpart of it (to have a local list of publications)

most: complete, comprehesive database in HEP

least: coverage of adjacent disciplines (to HEP) could be better

Most: completeness (includes very old papers)



Most: Completeness and availability of scanned versions. Citation analysis.

Least: It is not so easy to keep track of the latest submissions as in the arxive. Some texts are 

not available online (not Spires's fault of course).

most: completeness and speed

least: impossible to find articles via a search on chinese author names (giving initials or first 

names is usually not sufficient to filter out authors with different initials)  

most: completeness in the fields covered

least: does not cover all fields

Most: completeness of data gathered .

Least: They don't provide XML as an output option. I sometime write scripts which automates 

the generation / updating of the references of my preprints, but the parsing of the HTML 

output is tedious ! Maybe I should ask SPIRES guys directly...

Most: Completeness

Least: Difficult to specify a journal, or to find the correct spelling (and code) corresponding to 

a journal

Most: Completeness, accuracy and speed

Least: Lack of access to most papers published before 1990

Most: completeness.

Least: inaccuracies and lack of user friendliness in author's name and title search. Difficulty in 

looking for paper from a collaboration (HEP experiments, astro surveys...).

most: comprehensive converage

least: sometimes response is slow and may even return error

to perfectly correct queries.

Most: Comprehensive coverage, link to published material

Least: Random choice of citation measurements

Most: comprehensive source of references and links to papers, as well as availability of 

references in LaTeX. 

Least: non-availability of old papers (pre-1970s).

most: comprehensive, well organized, easy-to-use source for 90% of the material I need

least: access to text of lectures and other book material ought to be improved

Most: Comprehensiveness - everything is there.

Least: Trying to search by almost anything except by author can make it difficult to find what 

you want. The keywords are way to broad, the help page doesn't.

Most: Comprehnsive

Least: Details of results of a search are difficult to scan. The information should be displayed 

so that it is easy to pick out the date, journal, preprint no. etc.

most: content, least:clunky interface

most: coverage and old article

least: not full text article

Most: coverage as early as the 1960's, with links to journal servers.

Least: no full text, except for abstract search.

most: coverage is good, search is easy.

Most: coverage

most: coverage, and links to e.g. the KEK library for scanned older preprints 



most: covers all references I need

least:

Most: Crosslinks, impact analysis

Least: No abstract search

Most: Cross-referencing and citation tools

Least: Apparently arbitrary listing or non-listing of older papers

most: depth and citation analyses

least: could have better coverage of older stuff

most: depth of coverage

most: depth of coverage - most papers seem to be listed

least: lack of various papers in full text, but this may not be the fault of SPIRES if due to 

copyrights.

Most: depth of coverage and citation database

Least: there is room for improvement in author identification

Most: Depth of coverage

Least: The search engine could do with being replaced by google.

most: depth of coverage

least : search interface

most: depth of coverage

least: keyword search not very useful/ search interface not according to usual standards

Most: Depth of coverage, and accessibility of articles, citation analysis

Least: search accuracy

most: does exactly what is supposed to;

least: misses some HEP papes

most: ease of finding papers, citations data

least: content limited to hep and more recently arXiv

Most: ease of use.

Least: hard to explore by subject

most: easy access to the arXiv artilces and to published articles

least: ???

Most: easy interface, simple search syntax, further info through a single click

Least: References/citation data is of haphazard accuracy

most: easy search interface

least: mirrors sometimes have technical glitches

MOST: Easy search interface.

LEAST: Does not allow to search for papers on the math arXiv.

Most: easy search

Least: same author can have several different entries in hepnames

Most: easy to find things that it has in the database

Least: nothing, really

Most: easy to find what you want.

Most: easy to search for citations, and navigate citations to 

find related research.

Least: for citations searches for similar first names, it is hard 

to disentangle who is who. 



most: easy to search

least: no articles outside HEP in database

most: easy to search, citations/rferences

least: no coverage of condensed matter, ...

most: easy

least: sometimes not up to date

Most: easy, intuitive search query syntax that can be used to construct complex, efficient 

queries that work, which combined with is comprehensive coverage of HEP and astrophysics 

papers is a joy to use.

Least: nothing of substance.

Most: everything (references, full-text, authors) linked, accurate search, comprehensive

Least: only HEP-related coverage, no full-text search, search can be awkward

Most: Everything

Least: The fact that there are limits: number of items per page (with the browser, the #items 

could be unlimited, showing a very loooooooong page.

But it would have the advantage that a 'find' command would work at once

to find what we want), number of items to be ordered (300 with today's

number of articles per big collaboration is 'peanuts'), and the not-so-easy keywords for journal 

references (in keyword J, why Phys.Lett.B is PHLTA, B... ???) - makes a bit more clumsy to do 

a fast search of published articles

(but very good we have an 'easy search' for such tough cases).

Most: Excellent quality prints, preprints

Least: Do not seem to have full access to some papers as can be obtained from a Google 

most: exhaustive, relevant search on articles and people

least: old articles missing

most: fast and easy

least: no fulltext search

Most: fast search ability

Least: It is almost impossible to search for titles including TeX code (formulas)

Most: fast searching due to command line search syntax.  Also, focus of coverage makes the 

search pretty accurate.

Least: the keyword scheme I don't find helpful at all, actually.

most: formal interface

least: search consequently restrictive

most: free and open

least: not all entries are available in fulltext, smetimes slow in searches

most: full coverage, access.

least: lack of many useful functionalities, for example lack of function to find correlated 

articles except the very primitive "referrences" and "cited by" lists. the searching interface 

could be more user-friendly.

The search of Asian authors is PURE GARBAGE!!! IT DOES NOT WORK!!!!!!

most: getting 'basic' access (Full Entry)

Most: good citation index.

Least: not very good for preprints.

Most: Good database in accelerator physics and technology

Least: Bad search engine, too complicated

most: good for hep

least: only for hep



Most: good HEP coverage.

Least: limited to HEP.

Most: Good info on paper status & citations

Least: Coverage spotty in my area; key papers by same authors in same time period 

present/absent seemingly at random.

Also: grouping by author is error-prone: authors often split many ways depending on variants 

in use of initials, etc in certain papers.

Most: Good reviews of subjects.

Least: Weird search system.

Most: good search algorithm.

Least: the system for updating citation counts when papers are revised with revised 

references.  It should happen automatically. 

most: good search options, bibTeX reference

least: -/-

Most: good search system

Least: unfriendly

Most: Great for citation analysis and for searching interface/syntax

Least: I'm also interested in astrophysics, for which the coverage is poorer

most: great index, lists virtually all articles of my field, good logical combination of search 

criteria, great interface

least: no possibility to search body of the texts

Most: has arXiv preprints plus most older and historical papers, provides BibTeX code for 

citations

Most: Has the best search interface.

Least: Needs to find a better way to process large author lists, such as those from the BaBar 

Collaboration.

Most: HEPNames, citation analysis, records of old articles

Least: records sometimes inaccurate

Most: I can easily investigate how a particular theme or subject has been developed from the 

beginning

Most: I can find references that pre-date the advent of the

arXiv (before 1991). Also somewhat more up to date journal

publication reference.

Least: Not as useful in other areas of physics, mainly restricted

to HEP and recently to astrophysics, but ArXiv is more general.

most: If i know the citation I'll find it there

least: Keyword Search. Never found anything worthwile by keyword.

least: Also, search interface clumsy and fussy (e.g. things like must have comma but no gap 

between volume and page number)

most: impression of reliability

least: don't know

most: includes all published material

less: paper classification absent

most: interface and search utility

least: search utility not always able to distinguish equal family name with different first name, 

especially if in collaboration papers.



Most: it covers all arxiv's, some old preprints and journals, also the kek library.

Least: the user interface is quirky, many times it is impossible to eliminate papers from 

collaborations even using "and not c CLEO", etc.

Most: it covers most of my field, citation tracking is very good.

Least: keyword classification is not very good (finding only review articles typically produces 

few hits and leaves out papers which I would have classified as a review myself easily).

MOST: It's an IRREPLACIBLE source of data. With a thorough search you are almost sure that 

your idea has not been tried before.

LEAST: Most of the time it has...

LEAST_2: The citation count is so good that people are going bananas over it. I propose a 

CITATION FREE DAY in which people will only do physics instead of bitching over citations.

Most: its professionality, small touches (e.g. a search for NLO also returns "next-to-leading 

order")

most: its quality

least: it is slow

Most: keeps good track of citation counts

Least: too narrowly focused (misses a lot of atomic physics

and mathl physics)

Most: Keyword search.

Most and Least: The search syntax. After you have understood it, it is vey usefull, but in the 

beginning it is ugly.

Most: large coverage of subjects

least: 

Most: large database, direct links to journals, many features of search function

Least: keyword search, often slow, sometimes unavailable

Most: Links to full text in journals and arXive

        Easy search. Citation analysis.

Least: -

most: long record in the field, obviously maintained by experts

least: difficult subfield searches, missing name disambiguation

most: lots of papers! links to scanned versions. citation analysis very useful.

most: many search options, citation analysis

least: many published articles, especially older ones, without direct link to full text

most: most complete and user friendly database

least: broken links of scanned older articles to ADS and KEK

Most: multitude of databases (reviews, hep names, etc), ease of reference and citation search. 

Also very useful for pre-arXiv hep papers

Least: smaller scope in terms of subject (eg older GR, cosmo, astro, ... literature)

Most: no graphics. I like plain text. 

Least: Not easy to narrow down a search (search within results of first search) 

most: not only papers, but also books are listed

least: condensed matter papers are not listed

Most: older papers available than on ArXiV

Least: not always a link to an on-line version of the paper



most: one-stop shopping

least: still uses archaic keywords

Most: Overall ease of use, including access to older papers and generation of citations in 

bibtex.

Least: Browsing by author is awkward partly due to authors making inconsistent choices 

Most: Powerful search engine and citation analysis

Least: No daily listings of preprints, and slower than arxiv at getting new papers listed

most: powerfull search strings 

least: no full text for many papers

most: Quality of content

less: Access to full text

most: quality of search accuracy and  contents

least: full text not always available

most: quick and complete

most: quick and efficient

least: keyword search not always accurate

Most: Quick citation analysis, bibtex entries/updates, links to original articles

Least: When searching for certain very common names such as "Watts" (even with first 

names) the results basically become useless. In particular, if one searches for a theoretical 

hep person and gets lots of experimental articles this is just annoying. And as far as I could 

see specifying the theoretical/experimental flag doesn't really help in this issue. Some more 

mathematics (mathematical physics) articles could be taken up in the database.

Most: quick, accurate, citation analysis

MOST: RANGE OF CONTENT

most: rather complete for searches

least: too many items in the search results are not related to the search

Most: Rather friendlliness in use 

Least: Depth of coverage- however I am understanding that it is difficult to 

add to QSPIRES old important  publications and inspect the citations 

of the papers, which are not submitted to arXiV or published with modifications, 

but without replacements i8n arXiiV

Most: references complete and up to date

Least: search possibilities difficult and unfriendly.

Most: right on the target.

Least: incomplete database, funny citation system (mine is going up and down all the time).

most: search accuracy

least: keywords and classification

most: search accuracy

least: limited data base

Most: search engine interface and citation index.

Least: no master list of search commands.

most: search facility

Most: Search for a given author or paper

Least: Find today's new preprints 



most: search function, structure to present content

least: full text is not always available (which admittedly can't be always the case because of 

copyright regulations). 

Most: search functions; citation analysis

Least: sometimes slow or buggy

most: search interface

least: only good for certain branches of physics

most: search interface

least: n/a

Most: search mask

Least: search for intitutions and people could include links to personal web pages

Most: Search on names

Least: Searchline keywords annoying to remember.

Most: search system

Least: nothing 

most: search

Most: Searches are fast, and I can normally find what I need.

Least: It takes awhile to sort through results to find what I need, terribly user unfriendly.

Most: Seems to be very complete

Least: The mixture of experimental and theoretical articles

most: simple, reliable and user-friendly

least: <nothing, in fact>

most: size of database, search ability

least: availability of text, search engine far worse than google

Most: specific to my field, can easily find all I want.

Least: nothing, really

Most: Speed 

Least MM

Most: Speed and citation analysis

Least: coverage

most: speed of general search, user-friendly, contains many old articles

last: date labels are unclear

Most: SPIRES has many of the advantages of Google applied specifically to the arXiv. It is a 

better search engine than arXiv and is more focussed than Google.

Least: SPIRES doesn't find closely related items or misspelled names and is sensitive to how 

we search for titles with formulae in them.

Most: standard searches work very well. 

Least: if the author has a common name, such that one would

need to use first initials or other information as specifiers to restrict the search, things tend 

not to work that well. 

Most: system of references/citations (although it is usually a bit inaccurate)

Least: Many relevant papers (in maths) are not included.

most: that it exists

least: citation number hype which is largely enabled by SPIRES 



Most: That it provides so much information about papers, e.g., alternate sources, etc.

Least: Sometimes an author is listed 10 different ways, no *obvious* way to manually 

combine searches, so you have to go digging.

Most: the depth of coverage of HEP and ease with which to search through it

Least: the frequency with which reference actually available in full text.

most: the fact that i know it

least: it is not European

Most: The full citation-reference tree is accessible. Very very useful! Cannot be 

underestimated!

most: the query language

least: for some time now, some older papers appear out of order in the search results

most: the wide coverage of different journals

least: the interface is confusing

Most: use friendliness and being complete.

Least: occasional low speed.

Most: useful as an excellent back catalog, good bibtex references.

Least: slow to use.

Most: user friendliness and comprehensiveness of data base, convenient links to full text

Least: searching the database by author for Asian names

Most: User friendliness

Least: Limited coverage

Most: user friendly

most: user friendly and accurate

least: many (old) papers are not accessible, due to copyright restrictions

Most: user-friendliness and coverage

Least: it doesn't exists for mathematics literature

most: user-friendly, breath of content

Most: very complete.  It's nice that it gives several options for accessing sources--- often one 

will not have fulltext but another will.  (Even if I have to go to the KEK library and read a 

scanned-in copy!)  Unlike the arXiv, it contains older articles, which is usually helpful.

Least: the arcane search syntax.  It's sometimes even difficult to find an article for which I 

know the explicit reference.  Easy Search has helped there, though a many-field form is more 

inconvenient than a simple search bar.

Unfortunately, the keywords haven't helped me more than title searches.

It would also help if the search could be fuzzier about hyphenation, greek letters vs. names of 

greek letters, etc.

Most: Very complete.

Least: Some confusion with author identification, e.g. X. Liu gives many different authors 

which are difficult to discriminate.

But, I must agree that I also do not have an easy solution for

such problem.



MOST: very efficient for ordinary searches; citations;   

LEAST: difficult to search based on  a subject (e.g. papers on   top  pair production)

Most: very flexible searching (once you look up the search syntax)

Least: why do I need to learn a search syntax in this day and age? A lot of the epxeriment 

information is increasingly out of date.

most: very large coverage

least: not very user friendly (hard command lines)

Most: very practical, updated information

least: inaccuracy of the citation processing

Most: Wonderful library

Least: The citation analysis tend to corrupt the scientific methodology.

most: you can look papers by jounal references which are the references that appear in 

papers.

most:

more complete than ArXiv, convenient to make bibliography

least:

lot of papers are just available via the journal's pages, i.e. unavailable on SPIRES. Could be 

nice if all articles would be scanned (cf. KEK)

most:

bibliographic data in BibTeX format,

links to full text on journal websites or in the KEK preprint database, especially useful for pre-

arXiv papers,

good, flexible search engine,

citation analysis

least: not always good quality of BibTeX records (all records are of the "Article" type, author's 

names do not include diacritics, titles very often need to be manually corrected - math mode, 

capital letters, sometimes even mistakes),

access to more obscure material sometimes lacking,

different forms of names in records, non-uniform affiliations

lack of automatic mirror redirection

most:

quite reliable source on paper reference

least:

search does not result in hit, although paper exists in DB



Most:wide coverage, old papers coverage

Least:sometimes confusing between authors with similar names

MOST; IT IS THERE.

HOWEVER, WHEN I TRIED TO GET CLNS-86-743, I GOT NOWHERE. THIS PAPER TALKS ABOUT 

THR LOWERV MASS VALUE FOR THE FLAVOR TAU NEUTRINO.  THE THEORY I AM DEVELOPING 

DEMANDS THAT FLAVOR NEUTRINOS ALSO BE MASSIVE!!!

most; powerful search, citation listings, links to KEK & other full text sources

least; sometimes difficult to locate authors with common names

most; user friendly

I have no complaints

most_it is completed

least_arXiv is more reliable for the recent or new preprints

most> the capability of doing complex searches, using AND and OR

least> many times the full articles are accessible only at cost. I know it is the fault of the 

publishers, but there should be a way to save some propriety rights for the authors. It is them 

not the publishers who do the work.

most-best and broadest database in hep

least-can't find "pirate" scans of books and phys. reports

most-hyperlinks to references and citations, archives, journal articles

least-incomplete for early papers

n/a

na

nearly perfect

Need better GUI, simpler commands (if possible) - minus

Has a lot of info if u're not too lazy to dig in - plus

Need to have eps files for the paper to be in a readble format by itself, certainly jpegs and 

bmps should be ok. PDFLATEX!

Never use it for findng papers

never used SPIRES

no "full record" search (including abstact) - or i do not know how to do it

No acces given to me yet. Request was made but no answer received.

no access to full text of older publications and theses

No comments to make

No major complaints.

Sometimes it is hard to search on titles because there is a non-standard way

to refer to particle names (how do you represent a tau lepton, for example).

The selection feature could have more widgets (making it easier to select ranges of dates, 

etc.) rather than one text stream.   

No major complaints.

Sometimes more scanned versions of older papers would be nice.

No real complaints.

Fantastically useful in general for me

no real criticism

Not a frequent user.

not easy to use

not including related fields in search. For example, condensed matter physics article which are 

important to high energy physics.



not much user friendly

very difficult for me to get fulltext free

not used

Not used often enough to comment

not useing it

Not user friendly but gives access to most published articles. but for search options, not most 

of the options like Nuclear Physics B are given..

not very good

Note: when it says "access to full text" and I checked "excellent"

I am referring to the access from SPIRES to the arXiv version of

the full text.

Nothing

Nothing specific.

Obsolete search syntax (give me some fields, please! I don't want to learn yet _another_ 

syntax. Be standard.) Good coverage.

Often hard to remember field codes and search commands

Only dislike is that it's quite difficult to isolate the publications of an author with a common 

surname; especially if they 

sometimes use christian name rather than initial. 

Thus eg  "find ea ford, c"   and "find  ea ford, chris" 

picks up disjoint sets from the same person.  

Only use it occaisionally

only used for citations and Bibtex entries

Organizes the information I need in the best way.

Sometimes the system is a bit slow in responding.

Perhaps because it was designed by and for particle physicists (my specialty), I find nothing 

not to like about it.

Personally for me is inconvenient that some articles on double beta decay are not included in 

SPIRES database - if they were published even in good journals such as Phys. Lett. B but were 

not published as eprints. As a result, also all citations from these articles are not taken into 

Please provide an alternative search form like arxiv

Please, read above

Positive: Easy access, easy use, citations available, good structure of links

positives:

complete bibliographic information for HEP; searches are all-inclusive

SPIRES is the archetype for citation searching

a single SPIRES entry indexes all versions of an article from the eprint or preprint to the 

published version

for older articles, index of KEK scanned preprints is useful; this is a unique feature of SPIRES.

Possibility of getting reprint form of articles, problem of choice of keywords.

powerful and accurate search tool

sometimes annoying to get the search syntax correct

Powerful search, lousy interface

powerful search. great bidirectional citation links  (to and from)

powerful; not  a user-friendly interface.

precious for dounload your position if you have a curriculum in tex o other format.

precision search. familiarity.



preprints are difficult to search, not very user friendly

pro: concentrated on HEP

con: concentrated on HEP

pro: fast, easy to use, best for finding authors

con: rather restricted to HEP, weak in nuclear & math. phys., citation count only for preprints

Pro: HEP-specific resource; the best choice if one knows what one is looking for.

Con: Intolerant with respect to typos (especially in author's names), not based on full text 

(title and keywords are not always enough)

Proceedings need to be consistent somehow about whether they are 'refereed papers' or not.  

See also my response to 3b.

Professional intervention to keep things very accurate with respect to publications.   Very nice 

search strategy.  

Pros: usually the best place to look for HEP articles, reference and citation lists invaluable.

Cons: keywords and classification system could be improved.

provided a good cross-check to arxiv esp in terms of older works and of authors

provides the full information about a paper and gives indirectly access to the full text of 

preprints and published versions

Quality of content 

Quality of content and multimedia content.

Quality of content

Search accuracy

Quality of content

User friendliness

Quick searches are very easy when you know what you are searching.

A possibility to search abstracts would be very welcome, and its lack is the biggest drawback 

Quick, easy to find related info.

Quickest way to find pre-arXiv papers

Rarely use it but am impressed when I do ...

referenses and citations

Reliable, up to fate, goes back a long time

Responsiveness of SPIRES crew to any addition or changes.

good citation index

nothing to dislike 

Same as for arXiv

same as written earlier.

search

Search criteria allow precise search. Rarely miss the goal.

Have to get use to it. A bit cryptic at the beiginning. 

Search function, citation statistics.

search interface

Search Interface / Brows new papers 

Search interface.

Search on Spires is very good.  So is citation analysis.

I don't have a least.

Spires is essential.  One cannot rely upon arXiv alone.  

search results are very complete



search tool is usually the most accurate and comprehensive

Searching titles is tricky especially if special symbols are involved. 

see 6a

see above

see arXiv

see comment for 3a. In my view the main difference between SPIRES and arxiv is a) the input 

mechanism for papers/preprints and b) that access to the full text is not always a given with 

SPIRES, since the reference might point to a subscription-only journal (for which your home 

institution may or may not have an electronics subscription). 

The uncertainty about access to the full text is probably what I like least about SPIRES.

see comment to 1b

Seems okay, but I haven't see what is better than combo of arxiv + ADS.

I like the geneology (advisor/student info)

References are very incomplete in astrophysics.

Serves my purpose well. 

several usefull command, speed etc..

should cover not only hep

simple search syntax and ability to get to the right stuff relatively quickly.

simple searches (author, date, keyword...)

citation analysis authoritative

didn't adapt to new arxiv numbers, not available for several days during blackout a few years 

simple to use, fast and reliable. After initial search allows to access any source

(arxiv, journal) even old preprints!

Simple, direct, user-freindly ...

high rate of success

Simplicity to find what you want fast

Since I frequently use Spires to access arXiv, the same remarks as above apply. 

Since I've used it for many years, I find it easy to use. In the subjects it covers, it has great 

depth. It's principal weakness is probably the limited number of subjects.

Some cross disciplinary subjects are not covered. EG I have been recently working on cosmic 

rays and have needed access to some geological work which is absent from spires.

Sometimes it's hard to find a particular name because there are redundances.

sorting, ease to use, different format, citation search

Specific. Easy to use, Great Interface. Lots of Information. Looks like a community.

Could be even simpler to use, a la Scholar.  

Speed and ease...

Speed is fine, line interface is very useful, though sometimes a bit arcane

Speed to find what I want, User friendliness.

Speed to find what is needed; Keywords and classification

Spire is very slow to update(refer to) paper being posted on arxiv. 

Spire is easy to use, and the spire people are very helpful and polite when sending a request 

to them 

SPIRES contains everything I want - which is due to the fact that I won't find any 

papers/publications that are not in the database.

When using lenghty combination of search commands (fin a x and date after y and ti z), 

SPIRES sometimes does not cope. I don't like the breaking-up of search results in pages of 25 

entries - I'd rather like an option to have everything on one page.



spires does not list many mathematical references that are relevant for physicists

once you get used to the search aliases I usually find what I am looking for

Spires has a flexible and easy to use search query system.  Also I like its cite analysis.

Doesn't have the ease of daily reading of arxiv though, and if I already know the reference, I 

always use arxiv.

SPIRES has a lot of nice features - the bibliography services, such as the BibTeX generator are 

excellent. The interface is fairly nice, though the query language is a bit odd. I always have 

trouble getting journal ID strings, e.g. PRD,65,09,2002 to match the expected format - it 

would be good if the pattern matching was a bit more intelligent here. The topcite ranking can 

be useful to determine which of several equivalent-looking papers is the "standard" one to 

read or reference. The links to HepData are good (but then I work on bits of HepData, so I 

Spires has what I need.  The only time I go directly to the arXiv is when I have the specific 

arXiv preprint number.  Otherwise, Spires is best.  To repeat  my praise

in question 1, Spires gives me

a) links to the arXiv, and to the published version.

b) list of articles citing the given article, and referred to

    by the given article

c) laTex(US) is a useful link for compiling one's own

    list of references via a simple paste commandSPIRES I will always find what I need eventually. 

Sometimes I have to sift through a hundred papers, but one can keep narrowing the search 

criteria until they find what they want. If you are lucky, there will be a link to the document 

itself.

What I like :

all the latex output options so that you can cut and paste references directly into papers. 

What I don't like : 

I never remember the search terms, especially for the journal names, and always have to look 

them up.  It would be nice if the terms were listed on the same page as the form, rather than 

being one click away.

SPIRES interface is very useful for finding papers, preprint, address of institute, and citations. 

One useful tool is the rss feed of particular search from the DESY mirror of SPIRES.

SPIRES is a good service. In general I like it.

There have been delays in updating the database lately--I think 

they are understaffed.

Obviously there are some frustrating holes in the coverage for

very old articles (more than 10-20 yrs ago).

SPIRES is a one-stop-shop for all articles. The "find" capability is very convenient (once you 

know the keywords).



Spires is a very good service. Again there would be a long list of things I like the most. One of 

the things I find very handy is that it provides LaTeX/BibTeX references. One area I think it 

could be improved in is to cover the areas of physics for which that are just outside hep. It 

would be nice if it could include some of the papers in the former cond-mat, gr-qc, and math-

ph arXivs that have some overlap. I assume that this wouldn't be feasible withougt including 

all of those arXivs, and perhaps people wouldn't want that.

Spires is a wonderful resource for doing and finding citations.  It is good for finding papers.

it is designed for people with good memories.

SPIRES is always what I use when I am updating my own publications list.  I do enjoy looking 

at the citation analysis (especially of my own work :).  I have found that sometimes SPIRES is 

slow to be updated, but then again I'm sure the SPIRES team has a lot of work to do!

SPIRES is an extremely important tool for my research.

I clearly do not want to miss it.

Spires is better than Google

SPIRES is doing a wonderful service to the community.

The slight problem is that sometimes the links are not proper. For example if you try accessing 

the link of JHEP, it quite often doesn't work.

SPIRES is easy to use and I'm familiar with it. I'd be happier if information was collected in a 

slightly more uniform way, so that works where an author uses two similar but slightly 

different variants of their name (i.e. J. Smith and J.D. Smith) are consistently grouped 

together. That probably is out of SPIRES control though, and needs to be done at the level of 

SPIRES is excellent

SPIRES is excellent for looking at citations, but its interface is unfriendly, and the search 

results are frequently contain errors.

Spires is generally very good. However, it does not update citations and refferences to articles 

if they have been modified.

Spires is good and averagely user friendly.

Spires is great and has made a huge impact on non-develop countries.  

I cannot came up with any suggestions for improvements

SPIRES is great for searching a reference. Moreover, it is great also that they have a link to 

Arxiv, to the KEK scans and so on. It really helps in finding sometimes difficult-to-find 

reference. The cross-references is also great and the number of times a paper is cited. Great 

job and very useful service.

Sometimes to find a thesis [in a pdf or ps format] is not very simple.

SPIRES is great!

Spires is more complete than the arXiv, but then to find a text one has to go back to the 

arXiv... so I normally use the arXiv for first and if I really don't find what I'm looking for with 

the arXiv, I try with spires.

Spires is quite interactive and user-friendly. The user can make updates of the information on 

his own papers in an easy way. What I dislike is that every time the updates take longer and 

longer to appear (I think because of staff shortage).

Spires is simply the way we search for articles in HEP. Period. No competition. No competition 

needed. I specially like the bibtex formatted records. I wish there was a way to automatically 

include those in your latex document. The citation summary is quite neat as well.

SPIRES is the best place to do HEP searches for papers by far, but it has no good way to find 

presentations and videos.



SPIRES is usually my first choice when searching for HEP literature: author, date, and topcite 

features are all very useful, and there seems to be a search option for just about everything.  

The main search syntax can be obscure at times, but the easy search page does give a more 

user friendly interface (if a somewhat less powerful one).  For better or worse, I tend to treat 

SPIRES citation data as the most authoritative list available.  I'm really not sure what I like 

least about SPIRES; it seems to do awfully well at the set of things I use it for.

SPIRES is very good and I use it often.

It's main strength is to profile an author through

author identification and citations,

and to run a literature survey using the citation list.

spires is very good in finding the article one really wants!

has links to journals and preprint servers !

citation analysis is getting too much, spires should provide

raw data on citations but not do analysis (the stupid h-facter

etc.) this is becoming to be dangerous since decisions on grants,

fellowships and positions tend to be influenced too much by the spries citation analysis!

SPIRES is where I go when I know what I want -- if it's an old paper or preprint, it will be 

there.  It's much easier for me to use than lanl and far more selective than Google.  But it's 

restricted, and I can't use it for much.

HEPNAMES really needs improvement, it's always out of date but would be great if it were 

kept accurate and current.

SPIRES lets me find what I'm looking for in the most straightforward way, since I most of the 

time know more or less precisely what I need. The citation tools are terrific; I actually enjoy 

copying and pasting the LaTeX code for my references from SPIRES.

What bothers me most is the absence of older papers in the database and the lack of an 

electronic version when they appear at all.

Spires provide many informations about the articles, but I don't know whether it has not link 

the lasted published papers, such as, PRL97(2006)262001.

Spires references everything, links to everywhere, produces relevant statistics (citations, ...). 

Search interface is handy and powerful.

Spires should also cover other fields such as mathematics,

condensed matter physics etc

Spires should try to correct typos in the search like for example Google does it by suggesting 

'Did you mean ###?'

Spires speed is somewhat lacking.  It makes up for this by accuracy.  I like this better than 

fast but bad results.  I'd rather have a toilet that flushes right the first time than have a water 

efficient one that I need to flush 6 times (I liked the onion article on this topic).  

SPIRES suffers from being limited to entries in arXiv (or so it seems).

Spires uses ArXiv as basis

SPIRES was a historical moment in science. Other fields should use it as a prototype.

Spires?

spries and arXive are beautifully integrated. 

it is hard to rate them separately. 

together they work wonderfully

Straitworward

Subject-specific keyword searches, etc (most)

Archaic interface; slow (least)



support for/standardization of particle symbols would be nice

in general classification of topics is not the best (it's up the the author

to give a decent title)

That I can comprehensively search persons or articles and to quite some accuracy also 

keywords.

What I don't like is, that sometimes the links to the found articles go to for me unavailable 

That it is a complete list of all high energy physics articles.

At one time you had a very good sample page, that allowed access to different journals, dates 

, 

just by placing a check mark

the  most: easy to browse through starting from authors

the least: try to restrict searches

The ability to provide different search critiria

The accuracy of finding what you are looking for is excellent but the interface requires 

memorizing quite a few commands for making an accurate inquiry. 

The best database

The best is the excellent means to search for titles, authors, etc.

Also the citation system is great. The worst is that the oldest

papers lack and some are unreachable (even as a preprint

form).

the best part is the interface which allows detailed questions to help search.

the bad part is that spelling errors etc are not handled ... a small mistake in an author's name 

and nothing will result. 

The best part is the versatile and accurate search engine.

The only problem is that citation searches cannot be combined easily with each other and 

additional criteria.

The best thing is comprehensiveness.

It would be good to be able to search for single-authored papers

by a given author. 

the best thing is that you can find papers older then 1990s; the worst is search engine, and 

also no access to full text

The best things about SPIRES are its relative completeness, and its citation analysis.

If it could send me a daily update of what has been posted, I'd probably use it all the time 

instead of arXiv.

The best way to find a particular authors papers.  Also the link to arxiv is very useful.

The interface is a bit archane.

The bibliographical tools

The binary search capability is the best feature of SPIRES.

Being liminted to 25 citations per page is the thing that I like least.  This is better with the 

brief response format, but you have to go all the way back to start the search over again if 

you want to change to the brief formst.  

The citation analysis is a great tool; its automated version, however, does not always work 

perfectly (too many citations not recognized at all)...

The citation analysis is excellent. This is the one missing area in arXiv.



The citation analysis is very reliable and useful, the interactions very friendly. Sometimes old 

papers are missing, but this is happening less and less.

The citation listing on SPIRES is a fraud since so many references are not listed even with 

articles that are listed on SPIRES.

Because the data on SPIRES is so incomplete, it is totally inappropriate for SPIRES to give an 

h number for listed authors. The h number should be removed from the website because it is 

invalid as a measure. Papers can have over 100 references on ISI or Google scholar and just 

20-25 on SPIRES

The citation search is great as it allows one to follow the stream of the literature. 

The citation summary

  However I found some of my paper 

  partially updated..

For instance in citebase.org my preprint 

The role of !" ultrahigh energy astrophysics in Km3 detectors [ Abstract, 79 Cites, Cites 

History, Pre-print PDF ]

79Fargion, D. (1997-04-21) In The Astrophysical Journal 570 909 (2002)

is cited 79 times while it doesn t appear in spires...

The citations and the publication references for the earlier data.

I like least the need to give f(ind) at the start of each command. This is not really a problem, 

but since it should simple to avoid, I feel they are not considering their users enough.

the commando language

The contents and the job advertising. It is sometimes slow when you search by date order.

The coverage and the reference and citation index make SPIRES extremely important in my 

work

The details about the papers, their authors  and citations is one feature  that I like most  

about SPIRES.

The easy search is good, and the LaTeXed references are a huge saving of time.

The easy search page is very good.  The citations are approximate (e.g. can't get just those 

citations which appear in published works); it would be nice to make their use more flexible 

and accurate.

The fact that articles older than about 20 to 25 years are usually missing. And hence there are 

immense flaws if one wants to find older references and especially especially historical 

citations. Unfortunately, I realize that it is probably hopeless and not worth the effort to 

the fact that it is so userfriendly.

the fact that it links to a vsriety of infos and related databases that are very useful.

the full text of some old papers can be available. 

The good thing is to be able to search old papers. The bad thing is that one cannot search in 

the abstract.

The information is there but its not always clear how to get hold of it.

The inteface. 

the interface

The least: access to full text



The least:

difficult to learn for newcomers,

no systematic documentation of all search options

The most:

tailored to particle physics

no junk in the response 

the least->keyword search(all mixed up)

the most->search format coloumn

The main strength of Spires allows for an easy access to papers, unfortunately it does not 

completely in whta concerns citations.

the most - that it exists

the least - it is obsolete

The most -- the search capabilities.

The least -- that it doesn't go back far enough sometimes and is limited

to subfields.

the most : access to old articles

the least : none

the most : access to old articles

the least : none

the most : fast, accurate, easy to use, good linking to text. 

the least : mirrors can be somewhat unstable (like southampton's), no links to cond-mat

the most : journals are covered completely. You may miss articles (e.g. in phys, rev. A, Few-

body systems,) but not if anything is in NIMA, PRD, PRL, Physics Letters,...

the least: if you want to search on a topic I have problems finding the relevant articles

the most : the link with experiments

the least: I have not explored all features of SPIRES to give a real opinion

The most annoying thing about spires is that there isn't something equivalent for the other 

areas that I need to search!

The most I like is that it has a link to the journal where the paper is published, however, it 

depends if you have a suscription, otherwise is useless. What I least like is that SPIRES shows 

not only papers but also proceedings, seminars, or any other thing for the authors, I think 

papers is the most important thing.

the most i like is the organization of the search results and the links you find related to each 

entry

The most I like is the spedd to find what I want and the least is the difficulty to access 

published papers.

The most is almost everything, still I find a couple of things that bother me from time to time: 

1-Many old papers are still missing. 

2-Sometimes search by date is not very precise.

the most is SPIRES unified organization of sitations, the least is incompliteness.

The most is the simplicity and friendliness of the system.

The least is the slow procedure time to time.

the most like : depth of coverage is deep and wide

the least like : not user friend interface

The most Quality of content, the least depth of coverage



The most that after a succesful search one gets link to the journals pages so that one can get 

the full published text. The least that one have to learn journal codes to find things fast.

The most the citation analysis and the least the speed.

The most the user interface, with few words I find what I am looking for, the least: it is easy 

to find data results and theoretical papers, not so easy to find papers about instrumentation, 

reconstruction and detailed data analysis

The most, that it provides a number of useful services (links to journals and arxiv, citation and 

other measures of impact, bibtex, etc.).  The least that it is sometimes difficult to search for 

authors with a common name.

the most: - the link with experiments

               - the web link with the international HEP conferences

the least: - I have not explored all features of SPIRES to give a real opinion 

The most: 

correspondence between preprints and articles

The least: search terms are sometimes not obvious

The most: a easy way to find a article.

The least: no citation analyses.

The most: accesibility to old and new papers alike.

The least:sometimes contains records without access to full text.

the most: access to previously well specified information

the least: searching algorithm

the most: accuracy and completeness of database, direct latex

export of bibliographic info to avoid misprints

in summary: the perfect database, I could not imagine anything

better !

The most: accuracy of the search engine

The least: ?

the most: accuracy of what you want to find

the least: terrible speed sometimes

the most: accurate physics content

the least: way too complicated to use. google give the same info with much less hassle

The most: Always found what I wanted

The least: Search by authors give too many results when names are similar and I was never 

able to get fewer results by narrowing down the names by correct initials.

The most: citation analysis

the most: citation analysis

the least: speed

the most: citation and references

the least: keywards and classification seem to have room for futher improvement.

The Most: Completeness

The most: completeness

The least: can not search abstracts, or full text



The most: Convenience of the "single line" search form. Citation searches.

The least: unability to search through paper contents. Unreliability of some mirror sites (such 

as Durham)

The most: covers virtually everyting in my areas of interest.

The less: absence of full text of the papers published in conference proceedings, which many 

time are both essential and very difficult to find in the libraries.

The most: easy of use, search database very complete.

The least: not being able to access many old texts.

The most: easy to use, fast

The least: lacks customization possibilities

the most: excellent citation analysis

the least: sometimes not complete for high energy astrophysics/astroparticle physics

the most: full temporal coverage, easy to use

the least: i'd like to have a one click link to the new abstract in the arXiv

the most: if you know the author you can very easily find a paper

the least: keyword searches are often not successful

The most: including more and more older papers.

The least: hard to search by key words not included in the title.

The most: interface

The least: It does not includes full text search

The most: it gives refercences, citations and statistics.

The least: the inclusion of citations is far from being complete, and it is very complicated to 

make additions and corrections.

The most: it has information including old papers. It is relatively easy to use

The least: lack of information from other areas of physics. Better if you could just put some 

words to search without specifying more. 

the most: it is complete about HEP, all topics are covered, all preprints, all proceddings, 

articles,  and the some old papers are there too, in pdf format.

the least: sometimes is complicated to do an specific search.

the most: it is easy

the least: the citation count is not accurate for whatever is not high energy, unless it is 

published by american journals.

the most: it is efficient to get references of a given author

The most: It is somewhat specialized, contentswise.

The most: its depth and vastness. It is very helpful for older references.

The least: files of old preprints are usually a bit dirty and it would be nice if they could be 

updated with cleaner versions, if possible. I would personally also suggest addition of the DjVu 

format in the download options, similar to how it's used in Numdam.org for example (which I 

belive would reduce file sizes).

the most: it's easy to retrieve informations

the least: hard to learn how to use

The most: it's efficient in finding what you are looking for. It has a good citation analysis. It 

contains full text of old papers and of non-free preprints.

The least: it does not contain daily submissions, it's not so accurate in cases of homonymy.

The most: its good citation capability.

The least: the limitation in the number/type of papers it covers.



the most: its search options

the least: absence of full texts of old papers

The most: It's the most comprehensive database for my field (HEP)

the most: more versatile than the archive

the least: sometimes slow

The most: nearly every HEP article is listed with a link where to get a preprint or scanned 

version - the latter is especially important for older articles if I cannot use the CERN document 

server.

The least: the subject search doesn't work proberly. The keywords don't have any relation to 

The most: possibility to send corrections and additions

The least: It does not regard Monographs as publications, although the Monographs with 

Cambridge University Press or Oxford University Press, for example, are refereed publications. 

It should create alpha-numeric codes for books as well. For example, WEI96 might mean: 

Weinberg's book, Volume 1, year 1996. Or: DEW65 might mean DeWitt book, year 1965 (an 

author normally publishes no more than one book per year)

The most: quality of content- 

The least: all the rest- it needs to be modernised

the most: Quality of content

the least: Multimedia content

The most: quick link from a paper to others related through citations; it is easy and pleasant 

to browse a line of investigation jumping from one work to another.

The least: no easy (pdf) access to some texts, usually associated to internal publications 

and/or conferences. It should be a demand: SPIRES should never be used to exhibit titles and 

authors, but to offer pieces of work to the attention of everyone. If the text, at least a 

preliminary (preprint ) version is not to be read through SPIRES, I see no point in claiming 

publication. Also, though a hard task to cope with, a unique citation criterion (unknown, 

known, well known papers) for all areas of research is quite an unfair classification. 

The most: references to all sources where the article is published (arXiv and journal)

The least: maybe it's worth to modify help section to make it more

compact and easy to find smth. you need (for example put the relevant signs at the beginning 

of every paragraph)

the most: search interface

the least: spired does NOT harvest not all arxiv subjects (eg cond-mat). As research becomes 

more interdisplinary (quark matter <-> superfluidity) it is necessary to have a search engine 

which harvests all arxiv subject classes and analyzes citations correspondingly!

The most: speed and access to full text.

The least: ?

the most: that fact that it's free; the amount of data

the least: the fact that authors cannot be uniquely specified

the most: the "easy search" tool

the least: need the exact right title of a subject to find someting. Depends on the title, not 

good to make a general reasearch of a subject.

The most: the are scanned old papers. For the rest I always assume it is a copy of arXiv.

The most: the citation links and cross possibilities.

The least: could be more user friendly.

The most: The citation search



the most: the explicit information given

the least: it does not have complete information when looking an article

The most: The feasibility of finding old papers. Its access to KEK scanned versions.

The least: ... I have to think.

The most: user friendliness

The least: access to full text

The most: user friendly in term of searching for papers.

The least: takes a while before new preprints are accessible; does not list new preprints with 

abstract.

The most: userfriendliness.

The least: it has generated a bunch of people who shamelessly ask for citing their crappy 

papers just in order to increase the SPIRES citation numbers.

The most: Very easy to find something.

The least: I don't find a "help section" with information about commands to use in Spires.

The most: very good citation information

the least: some problems in separating authors with quite similar names

the most:

The citation analysis.

the least:

The access to the new papers is not so easy as for arXiv.

the most:depth of coverage 

the least: access to full text

The most:Quality of content,User friendliness,Keywords and classification

The least:Multimedia content

The PDG listing are the most useful things there.

The quality and ease of search, the coverageof the content and the possibility to have the 

reference in bibtex format directly.

The search accuracy is very good once I know the exact command. SPIRES is not very users 

friendly, if one makes a small mistake in the search command then SPIRES does not give any 

result. SPIRES is also a little slow in updating some information. For example, suppose a 

preprint is published after one year of its submission in the arXiv, then SPIRES takes time to 

include the journal reference. 

The search algorithm in SPIRES is very good.

The search and citation engine.

The search engine I know best and therefore the fastest for me. Still my favorite in HEP 

related stuff.

The search engine is outstanding and very precise

The coverage is lacking a bit

The search engine is probably powerful but I am not familiar with the syntax. Adding a link to 

an help page on the search syntax near the search box would be useful...

The search format is a language and art unto itself. This should be maintained but a GUI 

would be useful.

the search interface is a bit outdated, but it works, so no need to change anything.

The search interface is really unergonomic!  Some things are broken: like the fact that it does 

not recognise that different spellings or initialisations of names correspond to the same 

person, and trying to collate different people's publications by ticking boxes when searching 

authors' names DOES NOT WORK.  I like the fact that it has links to KEK scans of old preprints 

which are hard to obtain otherwise.



The search interface is very good. I don't like the citation analysis, I think one can misjudge 

the content of a paper by looking at that all the time

The search is ridiculously complicated.  Needs a new interface.  But it is basically all there, I 

just can't find what I want.

The search is very difficult with certain author names and titles. Full text is not available for 

most old papers.

The search syntax is achaic and bloody awful

The searches are better than with arXiv, and obviously it has coverage of older works as well. 

However, a lot of astrophysics content is missing.

the sest is that it contains references on a huge collections of articles and preprints for more 

that 30 years.  The improvements can be done in updating and enlarging the "Keywords and 

classification" system which have been organized in seventies and  should be updated taking 

into account the progrees in physics and new directions and fields appreared during this time. 

The last upset thing is that it cintains papers staring from the beginning of seventies only. It is 

nice to include papers issued before 1970.  

The SPIRES author search is more user friendly than arxiv

The system is good. If asked, I would have no idea, how to do it better.

Concerning citation analysis: It works good, if not excellent, too,

and the user is warned clearly enough that it "should be used and interpreted with great 

care". Still this service is abused.

The TEX feature is great for making my vita.  There is often a backlog of several weeks so it is 

frustrating to deal with new papers.

The text-line search mode is cumbersome, it is hard to separate conference contributions from 

preprints whihc ar esubmitted/appear in journals.

The things I like most are that is relatively easy to get an overview over a subject and the

links to the on-line texts. The thing I like least, is that in the citation analysis it is not possible 

to take out self-citation automatically.

The user interface is poor.

The variety of reference downloads (BibTeX, LaTeX, etc) and ease of searching.  I dislike not 

being able to obtain the full text of every article, but this is not the fault of SPIRES.

the website to go if I already now some bibliographical data or to do a citation search or to 

find an author's papers. I like the text query interface of spires as it interacts well with other 

programs an in fact is some kind of API.

There are a few bugs with the new arxiv numbering system.

For example, I often use the search term "and eprint hep-th". This no longer works with the 

new numbering system. Moreover, when listing old hep-th papers, it now often says "arxiv not 

available".

There should be a more inclusive, and instructive help or manual  page.  Besides that it is 

Though arXiv is excellent in many respects, Spires is usually more convenient in searching for 

references one doesn't already know.

Thw ugly is It is not easy to find the possible criteria of search, when you want to know if is 

possible to look for a specific criteria it is pain to find the help. and many times the help is 

meaningless and quote very simple examples and not more complex.

I like the citation analysis.

To complete needed information that I don find in ArXiv



To find or access the papers, whether in the preprint version or journal version is very easy 

and convenient -- like this most. 

The list of review articles is god, but often indiscriminatory -- like this least (in comparison. 

Practically, I find this feature very useful and I have really no complaint about it. I mentioned 

it as the feature 

I least like because you asked for such a feature.) 

to me SPIRES is complement to arXiv, i.e., gives info missing 

in arXiv

misses many citations, does not provide scanned versions of older articles

To popularise its system for use and access.

to see 5a

universality

Use only very occasionally. It can be helpful.

Used to use spires - seldom do any more.  arXiv a bit easier to use

user friendlines (most)

search accuracy (least)

user friendliness

User friendliness

User friendliness

User friendliness (most)

Citation analysis (least)

User friendly

User friendly

Keyword or title searches not always accurate

user friendly

up-to-date

User friendly,convenient.

User friendly.

User friendlyness...and no experience with other systems

User interface

user interface

Usually SPIRES is pretty fast and delivers good results;

a further restriction should be possible if too many outputs are delivered (e.g. set a VETO 

(author glu and not author bla, etc.)

It is very good if very important older papers are available as scanned versions.

Vert comprehensive, user friendly. Many remarkable features, such as Bibliotools -- the ability 

to gererate bibliographies.

Sometimes very slow.

No abilioty to search text or even teh abstract.

very complete citation lists and analysis

very complete information in various format

we can not search proceedings and books

Very complete listings for HEP.  Sometimes too complete (need to cross reference).  Relatively 

easy interface, although cumbersome.  Might do better to use a google-type search engine.



very convenient if you are familiar with a topic, or know a reference, keyword or author.   Not 

so good for general browsing of specific subjects without good knowledge of keywords 

very easy to find what you are looking for even if you don't know exactly what it is (mostly 

due to the possibility of browsing through the citations of a paper + eventually some 

keywords). sometimes it is quite slow.

Very easy to get LaTex formatted citations.

"natural language" search interface can be more confusing than just keywords

Very easy to use, it is ccurate  and fast.

Very efficient in finding serached  subjects

very good for HEP, however is missing a lot of cond-mat papers that are of interest for hep-lat. 

same problem between nuclear and hep-ph.

recently in particular, lots of mistakes and problems with citation counts. 

Very good overall to get the reference, and the many search options: CN, JY, PS, etc. enhance 

the value of this search engine.

Very good search engine and excellent HEP record

very good, efficient

citation s are not correct many times and the old citations mainly wrong

very immediate response: goto URL + one line search string is sufficient in most cases

very powerful

dislike: search syntax

Very rarely use it

arXiv suffices

very reliable, has everything going back years and years. no real faults.

Very unfortunately, the information on citations is badly incomplete. I would very strongly 

urge you to borrow information from 

http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abstract_service.html

This would greatly enrich SPIRES. 

Very useful for citation analysis.

Very useful to get the full text.

vey easy to use and friendly

We as a community are blessed to have SPIRES. I especially appreciate how the staff is able 

to make corrections to names, add missing citations etc. in response to input from users.

The conference database of SPIRES is not very complete, but I guess this is the fault of 

conference organizers.   

we have not had enough experience with SPIRE to comment fully, what we have seen thus far 

however has be  very good

Well, I really don't find much demerit, rather metrit

Well, I'm used to it, and the search commands are very flexible.  It covers journal articles not 

in arXiv.

The SPIRES staff responds to my questions quickly.

The down side is that there is a time gap between the SPIRES update and the arXiv update.

What I like most is that allows me to have complete information about the search by authors 

and dates. Since this is no longer straightforward using arXiv, I do appreciate spires. On the 

other hand, there are many subjects that are not covered by Spires.

What I like most:

Searches are possible and fast.  Links to journal and preprints

appear simultaneously.



What I like the most about it: High quality content. What I like the least: citation analysis is 

often poor and/or not timely.

What I like the most is the amount of information. What I like the least is the search.

What I like the most is the citation analysis

I dislike the subject and keywords search

What I like the most is the coverage.

What I like the most is the intuitive nature of the search queiry structure.  What I like the 

least is that the search engine is too often slow and occasionally even fails to produce results.

Whatever I need for my research is basically there. 

what's there not to like?

When I want to find papers/preprints about something, I use SPIRES. I start from some 

fundamental papers on the subject and look through papers which cite it. This already gives 

90% what I need. Then I take a few recent papers from those found at step 1, and look 

through their references. This gives the remaining 10%. I don't know any other reliable 

method. Many thanks to SPIRES for the valuable service of processing references from all 

papers and putting it to the database - I understand how difficult it is, but it is extremely 

valuable to the scientific community. And yes, I also like to know who cites my papers :-)

why are you asking about quality of content?  Its got everything in it, bad and good.  THATS 

THE POINT

Worst: journal abbreviations are hard to remember

Best:  comprehensiveness, including the many years that it goes back.

Yes

you always find what you are looking for.

You can find everything (papers, authors, preprints, citations, h-index etc). Unfortunately it is 

not so broad in scientific topics like arXive, it is mainly a database for high energy theoretical 

and experimental physicists as well as for cosmologists, relativists and  astrophysicists (for 

them NASA ADS is more complete).  

You can get articles from the pre-arxiv era -- good

It keeps accusing me of being a robot -- very bad

you can search old papers...


